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Abstract

This document discusses some of the conceptual issues associated with pilot aiding systems

and describes an implementation of one component of such an aiding system.

The first part of this document focuses on aiding systems design issues. An aiding system,

by definition, acts to assist the crew. It is therefore essential that the format and content of the

information it presents to the crew be compatible with the crew's mental models of the task. The

basic thesis we propose is therefore that in order to cooperate effectively, both the aiding system

and the flight crew should have consistent information processing models, especially at the point

of interface. We have selected a general information processing strategy, developed by

Rasmussen, to serve as the bridge between the human and aiding system's information processes

The second part of the document describes the development and implementation of a

model-based situation assessment and response generation system for commercial transport

aircraft. The current implementation is a prototype which concentrates on engine and control

surface failure situations and consequent flight emergencies. The aiding system, termed

RECORS (Recovery Recommendation System), uses a causal model of the relevant subset of the

flight domain to simulate the effects of these failures and to generate appropriate responses,

given the current aircraft state and the constraints of the current flight phase. Since detailed

information about the aircraft state may not always be available, the model represents the domain

at varying levels of abstraction and uses the less detailed abstraction levels to make inferences

when exact information is not available. The structure of this model is described in detail,

followed by a description of the types of reasoning supported by the knowledge contained in the

model.

RECORS is intended to be integrated with the FaultFinder system currently under

development at NASA-Langley.





1. Introduction

This is the f'mal report in the Intelligent Aids for Flight Crew Tasks project (Contract No.

NAS1-17335). In previous work [Baron and Feehrer, 1985], we analyzed flight crew tasks,

surveyed the state of AI research, examined human factors issues relevant to intelligent aiding

systems and aids, and identified several research needs in AI. That effort suggested the

desirability and importance of intelligent interfaces that would be capable of managing the

information presented to the crew in efficient and effective ways to facilitate communication

between the crew and other on-board intelligent systems. Such intelligent interfaces, and the

necessary underlying problem-solving capabilities, have been the subject of our subsequent

efforts described in the interim report for this project [Hudlicka, et al., 1987]. This report is

divided into two principal sections. First, we discuss the definition and design requirements of

an intelligent aiding system. In particular, we describe a model for crew information processing

activities that is instrumental in guiding the development of both the intelligent interfaces and the

underlying information processing by the intelligent aiding system. The second part of this

report focuses on the architecture and functionality of a prototype of such an underlying aiding

system, the Recovery Recommendation System, or RECORS. Although our approach is general

in nature, our efforts thus far have focused on situations involving engine and control surface

failures in commercial air transport operations. The examples and test cases used are therefore

drawn from that domain.

1.1 Background

In the course of any flight, commercial air-transport pilots engage in a myriad of perceptual,

information processing, and behavioral tasks, From procedurally-defined control and

communication tasks, to judgments and decision making for adaptation to changing craft and

environmental conditions, to complex perceptual-motor behaviors in the control and guidance of

the aircraft, the tasks of the flight crew are dynamic, adaptive, and complex. In emergency

situations, the flight crew must typically perform such tasks in unfamiliar situations, and under

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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time pressure. Pilot aiding systems for these critical situations should place minimum demands

on the pilot and should anticipate the flight crew's needs in order to provide intelligent

cooperation. In less urgent but novel situations, the flight crew would also benefit from

specialized skills which they may not have, but which could be embodied in expert aiding

systems.

In early aviation, pilots had a nearly complete understanding of the aircraft and its systems,

and could, as was often necessary, diagnose failures in the aircraft systems and repair, or work

around, those failures. The systems in turn had no model of, or ability to adapt to, the situation

or the pilot. In time this has changed. Current aircraft systems perform many complex functions

and adapt in many ways to the situation and to the explicit commands of the flight crew. Simple

system self-knowledge, in the form of built-in-test and system diagnostics have been

implemented to monitor many of the more complex system functions [Wiener, 1988].

The work described in this report has as its goal further development in pilot aiding

systems. To this end, the model embedded in the RECORS system includes knowledge of

aircraft systems, effectors, the physical forces acting on the aircraft, the flight profile

characteristics, and the specific goals associated with the different flight phases. This knowledge

is used both to simulate the effects of faults in the aircraft systems or effectors, and to generate

responses to emergencies. Further work in this area will also include knowledge of the flight

crew's models of the aircraft state in order to tailor the interface information to avoid

overwhelming the pilot. The development, then, is toward more detailed knowledge of the

systems being monitored, knowledge of the interactions (physical, functional, temporal) among

those systems, knowledge of the flight situation in which the monitoring is being conducted, and

knowledge of the condition of the flight crew that is being assisted.

In order to motivate our discussion and provide a factual basis for system development, we

refer throughout the report to incident/accident examples drawn from National Transportation

Safety Board (NTSB) reports, and to pilot interviews. Descriptions of these accidents are in

Appendix A.



1.2 Objectives of Research

In our view, the principal objectives of intelligent pilot aiding systems are:

• improving pilot situational awareness

• reducing the time and pilot workload required to identify correct behaviors for a

given situation;

• reducing the likelihood of error in the pilot's identification and execution of those
behaviors and,

• assisting the pilot in executing those behaviors.

An additional aim of aiding systems is to embody the expertise of many highly skilled

specialists in order to assist flight crews in situations that are outside their domain of experience

and expertise. An example of the utility of such on-board expertise can be found in Appendix A,

Incident 1.

1.3 Overview of Approach

Our approach to meeting the objectives

activities:

outlined above involved the following major

• Knowledge acquisition: Identifying the situations where pilots could use help, and

the tasks with which they could use help;

*Requirements analyses: Deriving knowledge and functional requirements for
intelligent aiding system and defining conceptual information-processing framework

for cooperation between the flight crew and the intelligent aiding systems.

• Prototype Implementation: Designing and implementing a prototype intelligent

system capable of providing assistance to pilots during emergencies. The system is

intended to function in conjunction with the FaultFinder diagnostic system currently

under development at NASA-Langley [Abbott 1988].

Knowledge Acquisition. In order to focus our acquisition of the domain knowledge, we

have examined the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) reports involving engine

failure on commercial transport aircraft. These reports are summarized in Appendix A. The

conditions of engine failure and the flight crew response (judged appropriate or in error in the



NTSB report)were identified. Incidentsand accidentswere characterizedaccordingto failure

type (components,singleor multiple failures, primary and ancillary damageas a function of

engineloss)andaccordingto flight phase(rollout, takeoff,climb, cruise,descent,or landing). In

addition to these reports we have conductedseveral interviews with airline pilots and have

consultedflight tr',dningmanuals.From thesesourceswe havedevelopedan initial knowledge

basedescribingthe aircraftsubsystemsandeffectorsandtheir relationshipsto the flight prof'de

characteristics.This knowledge base also includes specific undesirable situations and the

associated prescribed responses.

Due to the breadth of the overall task of pilot aiding systems, both the knowledge

acquisition and the system design and implementation are necessarily iterative tasks. In the

future, we hope to expand the knowledge base to include information from other experts who

have the knowledge and skill required to deal with unusual situations, such as engineering test

pilots, aeronautical engineers, and experts in aircraft systems such as avionics, engines, and

flight controls.

Requirements Analyses. Based on initial knowledge acquisition studies, we developed a

unifying information processing framework. The information processing framework serves two

essential roles. First, it provides a conceptual foundation for the def'mition and implementation

of intelligent flight crew aiding systems. Second, it provides a computational foundation for the

reasoning which the intelligent aiding system can perform about the flight crew needs, about the

situation, and about the dialogs and tasks shared by the flight crew and aiding system. The

framework is described in the context of a human information processing model in Chapter 2,

and in terms of computer information processing models in Chapters 3 and 4.

The human information processing model we are proposing is focused on pilot behavior

initiated by the pilot's assessment of the situation. There are five basic premises in our model of

the situation-response component of pilot behavior.

1. Complexity, time constraints, and the high cost of error require that airline pilots

respond to most situations following carefully designed procedures.

2. Pilots assess these situations in terms of a moderate number of situation types.

3. Procedures are associated through training with the situation types for which those

procedures are appropriate.



4. Pilots typically recognizeanygivensituationin termsof severaldifferent situation
types.

5. Pilot usepriority andothertechniquesto resolvetheconflictsbetweenthedifferent
proceduresassociatedwith thedifferentsituationtypeswhichtogethercharacterize
thesituation.

The computationalmodels describedin this report include both this fast processing

associatedwith skill-based behavior, termed stimulus-responseprocessing,and information

processingrequiringdeeperknowledgeof thedomainandutilizing moreof thepilot's resources,

termed knowledge-basedprocessing [Rasmussen, 1984]. The computational model

implementing the stimulus-responsetype of processing is described in Chapter 3. The

knowledge-basedprocessingis implementedin theRECORSsystemand isdescribedin Chapter

4.

Proto_pe Architecture. The design of the aiding system prototype was driven by the

following considerations:

e That it integrate with the FaultFinder diagnostic system currently under

development at NASA-Langley.

• That it be capable of making general inferences when detailed information about the
state of the aircraft is not available.

• That it be able to reason about novel and multiple faults.

• That it be able to derive appropriate responses to situations resulting from such

faults using the underlying principles of the domain.

These requirements led to a model-based system architecture which is described in detail in

Chapter 4. Briefly, this architecture is based on a causal model of the flight domal.n. This model

represents the relevant aspects of the domain (aircraft structure, subsystem behavior, flight

characteristics) as objects in a frame-based representation. The causal relationships among these

objects are stored in the object's slots.

These causal relationships are expressed at two levels of abstraction: binary level, which

indicates whether the objects are causally related or not, and a qualitative level, which represents

the nature of this causal relationship in terms of "directly-proportional" or "inversely-

proportional". Having two levels of abstraction available for expressing causal relationships

allows the model to support inferencing with input data which varies in the amount of detail.



The information in the model is expressed in a format which supports different types of

inferencing. The causal relationships are represented as constraint expressions which can

support value propagation in either direction. Propagating values forward through these

expressions allows the simulation of faults on the aircraft effectors and flight characteristics.

Propagating values backward through these expressions supports the derivation of possible

actions to achieve a specified goal (typically a desired flight characteristic). The format of the

-knowledge is also suitable for explanation, which is pa__icularly important when a system plays

the role of an assistant to a human.

Chapter 4 describes in detail both the structure of the model, the rationale behind the

structure, the details of the qualitative reasoning, and the types of inferencing the model supports

to aid the flight crew in both situation assessment and response derivation.

8



2. A Cognitive Model of Situation-Response Behavior

In this chapter the pilot information processing model is first described in a general way

from the perspectives of human factors and cognitive science. In Chapter 3 we describe in

computational terms the situation-response portion of this model using techniques from artificial

intelligence. Chapter 4 describes the design and implementation of the deep (knowledge-based) 1

processing portion of this model in the context of a prototype aiding system which simulates the

effect of a failed effector (engine, control surface) on the flight profile and suggests an

appropriate response.

2.1 Introduction

Aircraft flight crews engage in complex cognitive, perceptual, and psychological tasks

throughout most phases of flight. This task environment is made even more complex by

unanticipated anomalies or system failures to which the crew must adapt. The addition of time-

critical situation assessment and decision loads in the face of emergency conditions during

critical phases of flight stresses the human capacity to meet the system's demands. We have

developed a model of the human information processing functions as they are applied to meeting

the demands (on the flight-crew) of air transport operations.

Human information processing has been characterized as occurring at various levels, and in

differentiable stages. The basis of processing is selected in response to the time and resource

constraints imposed by the environment and by the level of expertise the human brings to this

particular processing task. In keeping with the automated nature of air transport systems, our

characterization of flight-crew information processing derives from studies of humans

interacting with large-scale, semi-automated, dynamic systems in which the role of the human is

predominantly that of a monitor or supervisor of sensor and control systems [Rasmussen, 1984;

Woods, 1986]. In such systems, information processing can be considered to be based on:

IThe term "knowledge-based" in this chapter is used in the sense described by Rasmussen [1983] to mean
processing which is not done automatically but requires some reasomng. In the AI literature this type of processing
is re ferred to as "deep reasoning" or "reasoning from first principles" [Davis, 1982. Michie, 1981-1982].



* "knowledge" in which operator models of the system process,judgment and
decision making contribute to the identification and accomplishmentof an
operator'sgoals,

"rules" by which thecharacteristicsof a situationare identifiedasbelongingto a set
of stored "situations" for which actionsand responsesareknown, but for which
proceduresneedto betailored to thespecificattributesof thesituation,and

"skills" in which limited packets,or setsof behaviorareappliedto specific stimuli
in the environmentalsituation, with little or no reasoningeffort applied to their
generationormodification.

We see these levels as occurring in a naturalprogressionwith fairly fuzzy boundaries

betweenthem. Intelligentaidingshouldtakeplaceacrosslevels.

We will first describe the a class of information processing, which we term

situation-response behavior. The scope of the situation-response model is rule-based behavior,

that is, pilot behavior for which the correspondence between situations and applicable procedures

has been established by engineering and training. 2 The focus of our research on situation-

response behavior is motivated by evidence that by human pilots in time-critical situations can

contribute to accidents [Rasmussen 1986]. This evidence comes from accident analyses which

suggest that abstract reasoning may shift attention from flight-critical tasks, and that deep

reasoning under stress, from necessarily incomplete information and incomplete abstract models,

can produce results which are significantly and sometimes fatally inferior to those derivable from

engineering studies, experience, and experiment. In order for pilots to accomplish their difficult

tasks without making mistakes in practice, it is desirable that they follow procedures which have

been carefully engineered, thoroughly trained, and frequently practiced. These engineering,

training and practice requirements limit the number and flexibility of the procedures which pilots

have available. Triggering situations can be expected to fall into classes which derive much of

their structure from the set of response procedures.

Situation-response behavior is a type of behavior in which there is a rapid assignment of a

response schema to a set of stimuli that have been assembled (through training) into a trigger for

the response. Figure 2-1 illustrates an overall diagram of this type of processing. Situation-

2In the prototype implementation we have represented this type of information processing in a causal model in
order to increase the class of situaaom that can be analyzed.

10



responsebehaviorsare assembledand storedfor rapid accessandactivationwithout requiring

deepor novel reasoning.The linksbetweensituationcharacterizationandresponseinitiation are

establishedby skill developmentprocessessuch as planning, rehearsal,evaluation,trial and

error, training and practice. One advantage of situation-response behavior is the efficiency, in

terms of time and cognitive resources expended, with which some (hopefully appropriate)

behavior can be initiated. The disadvantages of such behavior lie in the potential for

inappropriate situation classification, the inability to handle novel or multiple faults, and in the

cost for development and storage of a sufficiently large set of situations and response procedures

to adequately deal with a complex and performance-critical task environment.
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Figure 2-1: The Situation-Response Information Processing Model
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2.2 General Model

Figure 2-2 schematically describes the overall processing steps for a real-time intelligent

agent such as a pilot or pilot aiding system. The vertical, abstraction, axis in the figure

corresponds to the extent to which the processing is removed from the concrete sensors and

effectors. Movement along the horizontal axis represents progression of the processing from the

sensors to the effectors. Knowledge-based information processing is at the top of this figure,

rule-based processing in the middle, and skill-based processing along the bottom. The ovals in

the figure represent states of knowledge, and the labeled arcs between those states represent

processing which implements the indicated transitions between the states of knowledge.

Different knowledge representation requirements are associated with the different states of

knowledge, and different computational requirements are associated with the different classes of

transitions. The particular states of knowledge and processing steps should not be interpreted as

required functional partitions for particular systems. The actual flow of processing in nontrivial

systems involves many more stages than are shown. Also, many more pathways may exist

between the indicated states of knowledge, and other states of knowledge may be important for

some applications: these other pathways are summarized by the three classes of shortcuts listed

within the three large arrows.

2.3 Processing Without Shortcuts

The discussion below follows the information flow in Figure 2-2 from sensors to effectors,

taking no shortcuts, and alternating between states of knowledge and the processing steps which

accomplish the transformations between those states.

Sensors. The sensor state of knowledge is just the sensor data and other inputs to the

intelligent agent. This input data includes "self" intbrmation from sensors such as control

sensors (e.g. actuator positions, velocities), system status data (e.g. self-test and built-in-test

results), and internal environmental sensor data (e.g. temperatures, pressures, accelerations, flow

rates, fuel quantity, vibration, and power supply voltages). This input data also includes

12



environmentalinformationderivedboth from sensorsassociatedwith the agentand from other

agents. This input stateknowledgemay also includeconsiderableintbrmation from any other

agents with which this agent is closely cooperating. In commercial aviation this sensor

reformation includes engine sensors(NI, N2, EGT, etc.), sensorsfor aircraft subsystems,

environmentalsensors,data from ground-basedsystems,and information from other pilots

(PIREPS)aswell asintra-cockpitcommunications.

Perception. Perception is the mapping of the sensor data into symbolic models of the

entities and states of relevance to the intelligent agent. This signal-to-symbol processing

includes diagnostic processing up to the level of system status. This is the process whereby the

pilot scans his instruments, scans out of the cockpit, listens to radio transmissions, and

assimilates this information into his "internal representation' of the state of the aircraft and the

state of the airspace.

Enti O, and State Descriptions. The output of perceptual processing is a symbolic

description of the state of the agent, the environment, and plans or cooperating agents. In current

knowledge representation technology these states could be represented in terms of instances of

archetypical entities and states, with their attributes refined from the current sensor data, or

derived from the input data. This is essentially the instantiation of the pilot's general model of

his aircraft.

Assessment. Assessment includes the processing stages in which the significance of the

current situation is derived, in terms of the impact of the situation on the agent, its goals, plans,

and actions. Assessment processing proceeds through the generation of successively more

abstract descriptions of the situation attributes and of the situation as a whole.

Situation Descriptions. Situation descriptions are a proper superset of entity and state

descriptions. Because of the scope of situation descriptions, it may no longer be feasible to

describe situations in terms of single archetypical situation types. Thus situation descriptions

may take the form of interrelated instances of different situation types, each of which describes

some aspect of the total situation. For example, a normal take off situation may be augmented

by a strong cross wind situation to describe a weather modified aircraft configuration.

13
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Goal Identification. Goals may enter at any level before this goal identification processing

stage, but they must be defined by the end of this stage, so that the goals can be used to drive the

option identification step. Goals direct and focus behavior. One way for behavior to adapt to the

situation is for the goals to depend on the situation. While very general static goals such as

survival may be useful in strategic planning, more specific and more near-term situation-

dependent goals are more effective in driving behavior. Goal identification proceeds from

assessments of the situation and from more global goals contained in the plan structure. Since

different aspects of the situation may dictate different goals, resolution of goal conflicts may be

required.

Goals. Goals link descriptions of future states, situations, and actions with statements of

the desirability of those states, situations and actions. Since goals involve not only states, but

also situations, actions, and the temporal and other relationships between states and situations,

the representation for goals shares many of the characteristics of plans.

Option Identification. With descriptions of the state, situation, and goals, feasible

behavioral options can now be generated.

Options. Options are descriptions of potenti',d courses of action for the intelligent agent.

Option descriptions may include state and entity descriptions, situation descriptions, and goals.

The main additions are the models of tune and decisions necessary to support the representation

of courses of action.

Option Evaluation. The option evaluation step is the detailed application of the goal

criteria against the identified options. Generally all that is desired is some optimal set of courses

of action. The technologies of heuristic search (using admissible heuristic functions),

optimization theory, and operations research can each address option evaluation problems in

different domains, but no efficient general methods for option evaluation are currently "known.

Evaluated Options. Unless powerful abstractions, admissible heuristics, and other means

are available for abstracting and pruning the space of options, only a small set of the whole

family of options can be evaluated. In order that the behavior be optimal, all attributes of

evaluative interest must be captured in the representation of the options. Thus subsequent

representations may be restrictions of this representation of options.

15



Alternative Selection. The alternative selection process may be goal-driven, if the goals

impose a total ordering on the options, or it may involve the revocation of additional criteria to

select amongst an equivalence class of best options. One computer implementation of the

alternative selection process is as a pruning of a semilattice of evaluated options. The alternative

selection process retains the root (representing the current state), and prunes all actions which

cannot be part of an overall optimal course of action.

Course of Action. The course of action is a subset of the evaluated options. If the agent is

operating in an uncertain environment involving unpredictable agents, or other sources of

uncertainty, then the course of action may include branches to accommodate the generically

different responses during plan execution. Thus the course of action, like the options, evaluated

options, plans, and tasks, may be represented as a semilattice, with a root representing the current

state, and nodes representing branches and joins of situations during possible plan executions.

Planning. The planning process is the expansion of the course of action to the level of

operations to be performed. Note that many of the computational steps which would be

considered as steps in non-real-time planning, such as option identification and evaluation, may

have already been performed to support option evaluation and the selection of the course of

action.

Plan. The plan representation may include entity and state representations, situation

representations, decision criteria, and alternative options. From a representational standpoint it is

thus equivalent to the evaluated options representation. The plan differs from that representation

in two ways. First, it is uniformly expanded to the level necessary to support resource allocation

processing; it thus must include all parallel operations, and detailed models of timing. Secondly,

the plan includes only those options which passed the altemative selection process. The plan is

thus more detailed than the course of action, but includes fewer options than the evaluated

options.

Resource Allocation. Resource allocation binds specific resources to specific actions in the

plan. Some resource conflicts may have been resolved earlier in the processing to evaluate the

course of action and to develop the plan; the resource allocation process completes those
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allocations. Resourceallocationprocessingcompletesthe developmentof task descriptionsto

supportplanexecution.

Tasks. The task representation is the plan representation expanded to the level of specific

tasks for specific resources. Task descriptions include any parameters, other than inputs,

required by the execution procedures. These task descriptions include sensing tasks, decision

tasks, information processing tasks. It may also include arming and conditioning of real-time

shortcuts.

Task Execution. Task execution follows the procedure for tasks of that type. This involves

task initiation, performance monitoring, and parameter adjustment. Task execution can be

influenced by the results from decision tasks, and by feedback from other running tasks.

Control Commands. The output of the task execution processing are control commands to

the effectors and other resources. These control commands include all information necessary to

determine the operation of those resources.

Control. Control processing may involve servo-loops, or can operate with limited or no

feedback.

Effectors. Effectors include all resources under control of the agent, including information

processing, actuators, and sensors.

It will generally be the case that the processes and representation described above are

incomplete and ambiguous in some ways. For example, sensor data may be incomplete or

missing or situations may not be unambiguously defined. Feedback and iteration from later

stages of processing to earlier ones may serve to ref'me situations, goals, etc. In addition,

efficiency can be improved by implementing feedback from later processing stages to control

processing at earlier stages. This cascading can t',tke the tbrm of the integration of later functions

into earlier functions, where it can help narrow the number of options considered, or it can t',tke

the form of specific information fed back from later stages when those stages have examined

partial results from those earlier stages. An example of the processing of the first sort is the

integration of resource allocation constraints into the option generation and evaluation stages.
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An exampleof thesecondsortis feedbackfrom the alternativeselectionfunctionaboutpartially

evaluatedoptions.

2.4 System Aiding in Response Processing

Evidence suggest that humans will move from various levels of analysis directly to various

levels of response via so called processing shortcuts (see Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3. Situation-

response shortcuts, which are the focus of our model, move rightward from the vicinity of the

situation description level of analysis to the vicinity of the tasks level of execution. For

example, the behavior of a skilled transport pilot during takeoff may be determined almost

entirely by his perception of the situation as a standard takeoff from that airport and by his

procedures for taking off from that airport. Implementing behavior differing from established

takeoff procedures depends on the pilot's recognizing that the situation is no longer solely, or

most appropriately, described as a standard takeoff situation and using his knowledge of

alternative situations and procedures to respond appropriately to this new situation.

The example below, taken from the well known DC-10 crash at O'Hare Airport in May

1979, serves to illustrate the role of situation recognition. Before engine separation the situation

was described in terms of the normal takeoff situation types. At engine separation the engine-

loss-climbout situation type also correctly described the situation. The engine-loss-climbout

procedures require flight crew attention to airspeed, bearing, climb-rate, thrust-compensation,

and behaviors designed to compensate for the engine loss and bring the aircraft to a safe altitude

and flight path. Unfortunately, the situation type of engine-loss-climbout did not fully describe

the situation. Retraction of left wing outboard slats placed the flight in a critical stall-regime

situation. In low-speed flight any such flight control problem is an emergency of the highest

priority, requiring immediate action. The procedures for such low speed flight control

emergencies are directed toward increasing air speed in order to increase control effectiveness,

stall margin, and maneuverability. The appropriate response to this higher priority aspect of the

situation, which could have avoided the stall, would have been to decrease climb angle and

accelerate. To quote the investigatory report:
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Figure 2-3: Major Steps on the Situation-Response Path

"Each [of these causes: engine loss, slat retraction, warning loss] by itself would not have
caused a qualified flight crew to lose control of its aircraft, but together during a critical portion
of flight, they created a situation which afforded the flight crew an inadequate opportunity to
recognize and prevent the ensuing stall of the aircraft". [NTSB Report #NTSB-AAR-79-17]

The basic problem was that in accepting the initial engine loss situational model, and

following the established procedures for situations of that type, the flight crew did not recognize

the more critical flight control aspect of the situation.

The challenge for intelligent aiding systems is to be helpful in such emergency situations.

when the flight crew doesn't have any resources to spare. Ideally, the aiding system could have

prevented the flight crew from accepting the situation as completely described by engine failure

on ctimbout. A properly instrumented situation assessment system would have had abundant

evidence that much more than an engine had failed. It is reasonable to assume that a situation
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assessmentsystemin the aircraft would have quickly detectedthe anomalousroll (due to

unsymmetricalstall) by monitoring the flight control and inertial systems. An aiding system

may have given behavioral advice, such as accelerating,but such unmotivatedparadoxical

advicemight confusethe flight crew. Thus advicesuchas "Roll Emergency".which implied

both thesituationandtheresponse,would probablybebetter. Notethattheeffectivenessof such

communicationdependson the flight crew's having modelsof the low speedroll emergency

situation and associatedresponseprocedure,and on the effectivenessof the aiding systemin

stimulatingtheappropriatepilot situationalawarenessandresponseprocedures.

2.4.1 Situation-Response and Skill-Based Behavior

Situation-response processing has a role in skill-based behavior. In our model skill-based

behavior can be described as the association of behavior with situation attributes directly,

without going through the situation assessment process. The pathways in Figure 2-2 for skill-

based shortcuts proceed nearly horizontally from the vicinity of sensing and perception to the

vicinity of the effectors. The establishment of such skill-based shortcuts reduces workload and

reduces processing delay by uncoupling the situation assessment process from the process of

adapting to changing situational parameters, in our model, the activation and management of

skill-based behavior is one of the normal functions of rule-based behavior. The situation

assessment function then assumes the role of enabling, initiating, modifying, and terminating the

execution of the skill-based behavior.

Both the risks and speed of skill-based shortcut processing are well known. Pilot

interviews provide the following example. During aircraft takeoff roll, the pilot-flying noticed a

fluctuation in right engine readings. Just before takeoff velocity the pilot-flying heard a loud

boom and felt the plane vibrate. Reflexively he reached to shut down the right engine (having

mentally established its potential for failure). The pilot-not-flying stopped this move because he

had determined that it was the left engine that had failed. Thus, the processing shortcut (enabled

by the assessment of the situation as a possible-right-engine-problem) resulted in a rapid, but

inappropriate, response.
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2.4.2 Situation.Response and Kno_vledge-Based Behavior

Situation-response processing "also has an important role in knowledge-based behavior. In

our model pilot behavior is usually of the situation-response type, with the response procedures

involving skill-based components. However, several events can lead the pilot to use knowledge-

based processing, namely:

1. Inability to describe the situation in terms of any situation type

2. Inability to resolve the conflicts between the response procedures, or

3. Inability to execute the procedure for the situation, and having no situation types
for this execution-failure situation.

Situations of the first type are they are characterized by inability to identify the situation as

a whole sufficiently to form a basis for action. A person in these situations normally does

nothing, or just continues as before, while trying to understand the situation using knowledge-

based processing. Fortunately, pilots are essentially never without some description of the

situation. Many pilot situation types (such as flight, cruise, or taxiing) are so general that it takes

some really novel perception to violate them all. Typical responses to having no applicable

situation types include stopping and thinking about the situation (waiting for more data), or

performing some action that will help eliminate or confirm some of the candidate situation types.

The second class (the inability to resolve procedure conflicts) is more important. For

example, the inability to resolve the conflict between the flight control emergency procedures

and the engine loss procedures may have been a factor in the crash of the DC-10 in Chicago.

Resolution of these procedural conflicts may involve knowledge-based activities such as

planning, constraint propagation, and means-end analysis. Since the resolution of procedural

conflicts is better understood from a machine intelligence perspective, the discussion of the

numerous details are deferred to Chapter 3.

The third case (execution failure) is 'also important in piloting. For example, occasionally

the transition of flight control tasks in critical situations can leave the new pilot flying with the

impression that the aircraft isn't responding properly to the flight controls. Pilot performance in

these situations (which have caused accidents), supports the hypothesis that the pilots do not

have situation-response knowledge for these situations. Instead pilots appear to exhibit the signs,

such as delays and errors, of knowledge-based reasoning under time pressure.
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In all threeof thesecases,knowledge-basedreasoningfills in where situation-response

reasoningfalls short. The normalpattemis that whenoneof the threelimitations of situation-

responseprocessingisreached,knowledge-basedreasoningis initiated. Theneitherthesituation

changeswhile the knowledge-basedprocessingtakesplace,or the knowledge-basedprocessing

producesa useful result. In either casetheprocessingrevertsto the situation-responsemodel.

Note that in this model situation-responseprocessingservesas an input filter for knowledge-

basedprocessing,guaranteeingthat the scarceknowledge-basedprocessingresourcesareonly

investedin unusual,andhencepresumablyimportant,problemswarrantingthis mostexpensive

typeof processing.
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3. A Computational Model Of Situation-Response Behavior

In this chapter we describe a computational model of the situation-response behavior

discussed in Chapter 2. An implementation of this model would serve two roles. First, it would

support analysis and verification of the cognitive modeling described in Chapter 2. Second, such

an implementation, along with the existing implementation of the deep reasoning in the

RECORS prototype, would provide a flexible problem-solving system able to perform a wide

variety of inferencing types in response to different situation requirements.

The two main tasks that need to be supported by this model are:

* recognizing that a particular situation has occurred (situation assessment), and

• selecting the procedure associated with that situation (response selection).

These apparently simple steps can be made difficult when the assessment function indicates

that several situation types appear to be appropriate candidates to account for the available data

and the pilot must either choose one, in order to select one response procedure, or combine

several procedures in order to react to the several situations. The role of an aiding system

becomes particularly important in situations where the pilot becomes overwhelmed by the data

or misclassifies the situation.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss in detail the type of knowledge and reasoning

required for the situation-response model. The description will follow the information processing

stages in the model, moving step by step from the perceived data (situation attributes), through

situation assessment (situation typing), situation-response association, and fmally to response

resolution. We will also discuss in detail the points m the processing where ambiguity arises, in

both the situation assessment and the response selection.
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3.1 Situation Attributes

We begin the more detailed explanation of the computational model for situation-response

behavior with the stages of late perception - early situation assessment. In these stages the

available data have not been processed to the point where a known situation has been recognized

which could initiate the situation-response behavior. We call these initial, raw data, the

SITUATION ATTRIBUTES. These include dynamic information from the airplane sensors (oil

pressure, engine status), information about the particular flight (flight phase, route), and

background knowledge such as the weather or the specific airports involved. The situation

attributes comprise the input to the aiding system.

3.2 Situation Types

Situation types axe attempts to represent the pilot's mental models of classes of situations at

the situation-response level of abstraction. The situation attributes axe one step below the

situation types in the abstraction hierarchy. Figure 3-1 shows a portion of a situation hierarchy,

focusing on engine failure emergencies. In terms of the frame representation often used to

express these types of hierarchies, situation types are individual frames and situation attributes

are the frame attributes or slots that characterize each flame.

The basic difference between situation types and situation attributes is that response

procedures are associated with situation types but not with situation attributes. The scope of the

situation attributes is not large enough to permit the direct association of a particular behavior.

In other words, an individual situation attribute does not contain enough information to indicate

what the appropriate response should be. The situation attributes do however influence the

situation-response behavior indirectly, through their influence on the selection of the appropriate

situation type, and through the execution of the associated response procedure.

Situation types in both the aiding system and pilot model should be different for

distinguishable situations which require different types of responses. Thus, if two situations

which are distinguishable by observable situation attributes have different responses, then those
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two situations should belong to distinct situation types. Conversely, if two situation types are

never distinguishable based on their attributes, then the two types should be combined, and
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behavior associated with the combined type should be appropriate for a situation which could be

of either type. Similarly, if two situations may or may not be distinguishable, based on situation

attributes, and those situations have different behaviors, then it is often appropriate to generate a

more general situation type which models the uncertainty by spanning the set of

indistinguishable situation types. The behavior associated with this more general situation type

should be appropriate for the state of knowledge of the situation. When more specific situation

classification is possible, then the appropriate, more specific situation type, should be used.

Examples of situation types are ENGINE-FAILURE-CLIMBOUT, FLIGHT-CONTROL-

EMERGENCY, and ENGINE-FIRE. The distinct situation _'pes are represented by fi'ames. A

frame is a representational structure consisting of a collection of attribute-value pairs which

together describe some object, such as a situation type or a response procedure. (The attribute-

value pairs are also called slots and slot values (rifflers) in the AI literature.) For example, the

frame representing the situation type ENGINE-FAILED-CLIMBOUT 3 includes the following

attribute-value pairs:

Flight Phase: climbout

Engine Status: failed

Airspeed: V2 +5

Location: wing left

In a frame representation system we distinguish among two types of frames: uninstantiated

and instantiated. An uninstantiated flame represents a generalized description of some

objectJBecause such a description must encompass a larger class of objects, some of its attribute

values are underconstlamed. Thus an uninstantiated frame representing the general class of

ENGINE-FAILED-CLIMBOUT situations might have the following attribute-value pairs:

Flight Phase: climbout
(This attribute is fully constrained in the uninstantiated frame

since here we only represent climbout failures.)

Engine Status: failed

3Unless otherwise indicated, all references to aircraft assume a DC-10 aircraft, with two wing-mounted engines

and one tail engine.

aThe term "object" is used in the sense of a data item, it can represent a physical object, a situation, or some
system state.
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IEngineStatusis againfully constrainedbecausethis
situationdescribesanenginefailure)

Airspeed: V2 to 200 knots

(The airspeed is not known until the data arrives, it is

however, constrained by the range of speeds consistent with that flight

phase.)

Location: wing leftlwing rightltail

(This attribute is underconstrained to the three possible engine

locations since we don't know which engine tailed until the
data arrives.

This frame thus describes the general engine climbout failure situation but does not fully

constrain all attributes. The "Airspeed" and the "Location" attributes cannot be determined until

the corresponding situation attributes become known. One generalized situation description can

thus be instantiated to represent a large number of specific situations. This instantiation process

consists of constraining (or refining) the attribute values and comprises the processing during the

SITUATION ASSESSMENT phase which is described later. For example, if engine 1 failed,

the "Location" attribute value would become "wing left" and the "Airspeed" attribute would

become whatever the current air speed was. An instantiated situation type thus corresponds to a

specific ENGINE-FAILED-CLIMBOUT situation.

In many cases the objects represented by the frames are related m some way, for example,

by a subclass or superclass relation. The SEVERE-ENGINE-EMERGENCY situation is a

subclass of a more general situation: ENGINE-EMERGENCY. This is represented by having

the value of SUPERCLASS attribute point to another frame. The SEVERE-ENGINE-

EMERGENCY frame thus contains the attribute-value pair,

Superclass: ENGINE-EMERGENCY

Since frames can point to other frames the resulting structure is a type of a graph. In most

cases it is a semi-lattice, 5 where the leaves are the most specialized objects and the roots the

most abstract.

5A semi-lattice is a graphical representation of a partiaUy ordered set which has only a least upper bound or
greatest lower bound but not both.
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An advantage of this type of structure is representational efficiency because shared

attributes need only be represented once, at the level of the highest object they apply to, and are

"inherited" as necessary, to the more specific ones. In our example, the ENGINE-FAILED-

CLIMBOUT frame thus consists of its own attribute-value pairs, the attribute-value pairs of its

superclass situations, and so on, recursively, until a situation is reached which has no superclass.

Figure 3-1 shows a portion of the structure describing the different situation types involving

engine failure at takeoff and the relationships among them. This type of representation is

common in classification-type problems, of which situation assessment is an example.

3.3 Situation Response Procedures

Associated with each situation type is a description of the response procedure to perform

when that situation occurs. In engine failure situations there is a fairly limited, prescribed set of

responses and one response may be used in several different types of situations. For example, in

the ENGINE-FAILURE situation the response is the Engine-Failure procedure. In our frame

representation this means that each situation frame has an attribute called RESPONSE-

PROCEDURE, whose value is the name of the frame containing the description of the response

procedure. More than one situation type can point to the same response procedure. Responses

are associated with the situation types as incompletely specified response procedures,

parameterized with respect to the specific attributes of the situation types: the situation attributes.

When situation assessment ref'mes the situation attribute values and instantiates a particular

situation type, the response procedures are also refined. Thus the response procedures are

instantiated with respect to a particular situation much as the situation types are.

For example, part of the response procedure for engine failure is to pertbrm an electrical

power check. Depending on the number of riffled generators, the pilot has to reduce the power

consumption to different levels by shutting off different sets of electrical subsystems.

There may be cases when the situation assessment process cannot identify a unique

situation to account for the data. In these cases multiple responses may seem appropriate and the

inferencing mechanism must select among them or combine them. This process discussed in

more detail in Section 3.5.
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3.4 Situation Assessment

Situation assessment is the process of mapping the situation attributes into the appropriate

situation types, resulting in the instantiation of a particular situation type. Instantiation refers to

the process of assigning specific values to the attributes of the situation type frames.

The situation assessment process can be modeled computationally by a matching or

taxonomic classification process, where the perceived situation attributes form a pattern and the

goal is to find all situation types that fit that pattern. The situation attributes are thus the leaves of

the taxonomic lattice discussed in Section 3.3. During situation assessment the attribute values of

the situation flames are constrained by the actual sensed data (the situation attributes). For

example, if the altitude fluctuates between 50 and 150 feet, then only situation types satisfying

this constraint need be considered as candidates for the correct interpretation of the current data.

3.5 Ambiguities in Situation Assessment

We will now discuss the adequacy, in terms of completeness and correctness, of the

situation assessment process. Ideally, all possible situations could be described in terms of

situation types that would account for all observed data. Such a well-fitting situation type would

then result in an equally appropriate situation description and a well focused response procedure.

In some domains, tailoring situation types to each of the combinations of the situation

attributes is possible because the sensor data are sufficiently accurate, and the number of

situation types, and the combinations of different situation attributes, are sufficiently small.

However, the number of different combinations of situation attributes precludes the unique

association of a situation type with each possible attribute combination in most realistic domains.

This gives rise to ambiguities in the situation assessment process, because more than one

situation is triggered by a given set of attributes. This is a common problem in AI systems. We

will adopt the established terminology of rule-based (RB) expert systems, where the candidate

situation types (rule predicates, in the case of RB expert systems) comprise the conflict set, and

the process of selecting a unique situation type is called conflict resolution.
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The ambiguities can be divided into two categories.

• Uq'qCERTAINTIES IN THE DATA lead to uncertainties in the situation attributes.

For example, a particular sensor reading might not provide a specific v'alue but

rather a range of values - e.g., an allowable variance in engine oil pressure of

plus/minus several percent of the nominal value.

• The structure of the TYPE TAXONOMY (which is NON-DETERMINISTIC due to

the complexity of the domain) leads to ambiguities in situation assessment, since
one set of situation attributes may be consistent with several situations.

3.5. I Resolving Ambiguities in Situation Assessment

We will consider several techniques that help manage the non-determinism in situation

assessment resulting from inadequate or noisy data. The constraints and advantages of applying

these techniques are described below.

1. Combining data-directed and goal-directed processing when instantiating the
situation frames.

2. Using a more general situation description, which covers all candidate situation

types.

3. Increasing the granularity of the type taxonomy by adding more generalized

situation descriptions.

4. Refining the granularity of the type taxonomy by introducing subtypes which

describe different aspects of situations.

5. Assigning fixed priorities to the situation types and selecting the situation with the

highest priority.

The first two of these techniques involve more inferencing during the situation assessment

and thus impacts the architecture of the system. The next two involve changes to the knowledge-

base, in this case the taxonomy of the situation types and must be performed during the

knowledge acquisition stage. 6 The f'mal approach involves additional knowledge. We will

discuss each of these techniques in more detail below, pointing out their advantages and

limitations.

6It is also possible to integrate knowledge acquisition with processing, by having the system adapt its knowledge-
base structure.
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3.5.2 Combining Data-Directed (bottom-up)and (;oaI-Directed crop dov,'n) Processing

The most basic technique for handling ambiguity is to make full use of both the sensed

situation attributes and the constraints provided by candidate situation types. This simply means

that we are using all the available knowledge; both the dynamic knowledge, as represented by

the current data, and the more long-term knowledge, as represented by the situation type

taxonomy. This technique relies on the fact that the attribute values in the instantiated situation

descriptions must be compatible with both the perceived data (situation attributes) and the

constraints placed on the attribute values by the uninstantiated situation types (see Figure 3-2_.

The uncertainty in the data can at times be resolved, or at least reduced, by combining the

constraints provided by the data (data-directed processing) with the constraints provided by the

candidate situation types (goal-directed processing). Similarly the uncertainly due to a non-

deterministic type taxonomy can at times be resolved by the existing data. This combination of

data-directed (bottom-up) with goal-directed (top-down) processing is a common AI technique

for handling uncertainty [Corkill 1982].

The top-down constraints can also be used to direct the gathering of more information about

the attributes of the situation. This additional perceptual information may further constrain the

values of the situation attributes. This in turn may resolve any inconsistencies by eliminating

some of the inconsistent situation type candidates.

3.5.3 Resolution by Taxonomic Generalization

Subsumption relations between situation descriptions can play a key role m resolving the

ambiguities of assessing situations with incomplete information. If two situation descriptions are

inconsistent, they may both be specializations of a more general situation description; i.e., the

more general situation type is a superclass of both. This is the case anytime the situation types

axe arranged in a taxonomic semilattice and it is one of the prima.u:' reasons for structuring the

situation types in a semilattice. For example, if both an engine failure and engine-fire seem to

explain the current data, then their superclass, SEVERE-ENGINE-EMERGENCY, may be

selected (refer to Figure 3-1 ).
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The disadvantage of this approach is that the procedure associated with the more general

situation type may be too general to be useful, since the procedures for the general situations

typically include more variations and flexibility than procedures for more specific situations.

Obtaining appropriate responses from such general situation descriptions will therefore require

more computation during the procedure refinement stage. This approach thus tends to move the

computational burden from the situation assessment stage to the response resolution stage of

processing. An additional problem here is the necessary loss of information as we move up the

taxonomic hierarchy, since some of the situation attributes were necessarily not used in the

instantiation of the more general situation type.

This approach has its own sources of ambiguities. Suppose that one of the candidate

situations has two superclasses. We cannot, therefore, identify a unique superclass of both

candidates. We have two choices: we can select the intersection of their superclass at the lowest

level or we can go to a level where there is no ambiguity. The danger with the second approach

is that a situation that accounts for all candidate situation types may be too general to be useful.

3.5.4 Increasing the Granularity of the Type Taxonomy

The generalizing technique described above only works if the conflicting situations have a

common superclass of reasonable specificity. When the need for this type of conflict resolution

arises often and fails, it may mean that the type taxonomy should be modified; that new, more

general situation types should be added. These can be tailored to resolve the more commonly

occurring conflicting situations. The problems with this approach are:

• a proliferation of situation types in the taxonomy which leads to an unwieldy
knowledge-base, and

• the difficulty of constructing an appropriate response procedure which would

combine the requirements of all the conflicting situations.
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3.5.5 Refining the Granularity of the Type Taxonomy

Another approach to conflict resolution is to capture different aspects of a situation in

multiple, more limited descriptions of the same situation. This technique, again involving

changes in the knowledge-base structure, is the opposite of the one described above. Here the

scope of what a situation type describes is decreased by including fewer attributes. Such partial

situation descriptions thus describe only aspects of a particular situation. This approach also

involves changes in the processing architecture, since here it is desirable to have multiple

situation aspects triggered to account for the existing data. We no longer need to reduce the

conflict set to just one situation, because each partial situation description has its own response

procedure. An example of such a classification would be to have engine failure and loss of thrust

at low altitude as two separate situations instead of loss of engine at low altitude.

The response procedures associated with the situation aspect types describe only that

portion of the behavior which can be inferred from the subset of the situation attributes that

matched. Different aspect types can match different subsets of the situational attributes,

resulting in several partial situation descriptions and different partial response procedures, which

then have to be combined. The difficulty of combining the partial procedures can range from

trivial, when the procedures do not interact, to impossible, when the procedures have

irreconcilable conflicts.

3.5.6 Note on the Granularity of the Type Taxonomy

There is a tradeoff between using more abstract situation types (large granularity) and

partial situation descriptions (small granularity). General descriptions typically require more

processing and hence longer delays than descriptions in terms of situation aspects. For example,

an indication of engine fire may suggest the immediate discharge of a fire bottle. This is a

limited response to a limited description. A broader assessment of the situation might suggest

that assured incapacitation of the engine through fire bottle discharge should be avoided until

other options are considered and the best response to the full situation is identified. The benefit

of response based on limited aspects of a situation is speed, at the cost of eliminating options.

The cost of the generalized response is computational time and complexity in a critical situation.
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(This tradeoff is analogous to the one between shallow and deep reasonmg.) This represents a

type of a problem where real-time constraints come into play.

3.5.7 Fixed Situation Priorities

Conflict among competing situation type candidates can also be resolved by a priori

assigning fixed priorities to each situation type. When ambiguous data cannot be interpreted by

a unique situation, the situation with the highest priority has precedence. For example, a situation

involving f'tre might have priority over any other situation during the cruise flight phase. This

priority assignment will not hold over to the entire set of the situations but only for situations

within each flight phase. The priorities are thus context sensitive with respect to the flight

phases.

3.5.8 Using the Above Techniques to Resolve Ambiguity

The combination of data-directed and goal-directed processing is a part of the situation

instantiation process. This technique is applied first in order to fully exploit both the information

that is already in the knowledge-base, and the current data. This technique also has the potential

of completely disambiguating the candidate situation.

If this method fails, the inferencing mechanism selects the situation with the highest

priority. If this fails to identify a unique situation then the taxonomic generalization is used. The

complementary techniques of increasing or decreasing the granularity of the situation type

taxonomy can only be applied after the system has been running for some time and the

effectiveness of the current taxonomy can be measured.
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3.6 Ambiguities in Response Resolution

The same ambiguous situations that can occur in the absence of complete reformation

during situation assessment can also occur during response selection. This type of uncertainty

can be the result of:

• the inability of the situation assessment procedures to select a unique situation to
account for the data, or

• the use of multiple situation aspects in describing a situation, and the consequent set

of available partial response procedures.

The f'rrst ambiguity is illustrated by one pilot's inability to immediately distinguish between

an elevator failure and a compressor stall on a failed tail engine as illustrated by the example

below.

The aircraft was in the cruise phase of flight and was experiencing severe buffeting, when

the pilot heard a loud bang, followed by the nose pitching up. The pilot assumed that the

elevators had failed, causing the change in pitch, because he did not at that moment realize that a

stalled taft engine would also have caused a pitch up. He slowed down to normalize the pitch

and then discovered that the elevators were in fact functioning, at which point he realized there

had been a stall and successfully restarted the engine.

We have not encountered the second type of ambiguity in the flight domain but are

discussing it for the sake of theoretical completeness. The technique described below can handle

both situations.

The techniques for conflict resolution among the potential responses are similar to those

used in resolving the conflict during situation assessment. These are:

• combining procedures,

• using a more general procedure, and

• using a _ast commitment response and waiting to see if the situation "takes care of
itself.'.

• waiting to see if more data becomes available over time.
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(Note that we do not include the prioritizmg of response procedures as a conflict resolution

technique, because if this technique was possible, it would be possible at the level of situation

prioritizmg, and the uncertainty would never reach the stage of response selection.)

3.6.1 Using a More General Procedure

This technique is analogous to the one described in situation assessment conflict resolution.

Like the situations, the response procedures can be organized into a hierarchy. When two

procedures seem appropriate, a more general procedure, which is the superclass of the two, can

be executed. For example, suppose the pilot is not sure whether the hydraulic fluid quantity or

the pressure is abnormal. He can then execute the procedure for hydraulic system system failure,

which is at a higher taxonomic taxonomic level than either of the more specific procedures.

This hierarchical taxonomy can be adaptive and frequently occurring resolutions can be

compiled into new situation-response pairs which subsume the situation-response types that have

previously needed to be resolved. Thus both the type taxonomy and the situation-response

mapping can be ref'med with use.

3.6.2 Using a Least Commitment Response

Inconsistencies in the responses need only be resolved when the inconsistent parts of

responses actually need to be executed. For example, different engine problems at takeoff may

eventually require different responses, depending on the diagnosis, but the responses are all the

same (leave the engine rurmmg) until the aircraft has attained safe altitude and air speed. By

proceeding on the consistent response subset, and deferring the inconsistent response subset, the

inconsistency may disappear, as new reformation is gamed during response execution.

Sometimes the whole response can be deferred until the inconsistency is resolved.

Deferring tasks requires reasoning about task scheduling and time constraints. For

example, engine fire-bottle discharge might be deferred m an abortive take-off until reverse

thrust from that engine is no longer required.
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4. Architecture of RECORS

4.1 Introduction

Overview. In this chapter we describe in detail the architecture and functionality of the

Recovery Recommendation System (RECORS). RECORS is not a stand-alone system intended

to support automated flight but is rather a first step towards providing an integrated intelligent

interface in the cockpit. The aim of RECORS is to provide some of the problem-solving

capabilities necessary to provide intelligent assistance to the crew and to support an intelligent

interface. Such interface would:

• display only information relevant to the situation at hand,

• display this information at the appropriate level of abstraction so as to minimize the

cognitive load on the pilot, and

• help with the data-rich but information-poor situation pilots have to face,

particularly during emergencies.

We think of RECORS as an intelligent agent serving as a mediator between the large

amounts of raw data available from the aircraft monitors and the pilot. The aim of this agent is to

monitor the data, assess the situation and inform the pilot of the important features, and suggest

appropriate responses. If necessary, this agent should also be able to provide explanations for its

answers.

The RECORS prototype will be performing similar tasks, and processing the same data, as

the pilot, throughout the duration of the flight. We believe this parallel execution is necessary in

order for the system to provide the pilot with relevant advice in a timely fashion. Figure 4-1

illustrates this parallel execution and the possible places of interaction between the pilot and

RECORS.

Scope of RECORS and its relationship to FaultFinder. The RECORS prototype is intended

to be integrated into the series of pilot aiding systems currently under development at NASA-

Langley [Abbott, 1987, 1988]. (See Figure 4-17.)
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Situation-Resl_onse Aiding

situation
attribute

Figure 4-1: Points of Interaction Between the Pilot and RECORS

RECORS receives its input from the FaultFinder in the form of faulty aircraft components

and produces as output:
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• a list of affected flight profile characteristics (airspeed. altitude, aircraft attitude).

• specific alarms or warnings (aircraft stall, slat disagree warning, etc. t, and

• suggested responses to stabilize the situation.

The aircraft currently modeled by RECORS is the DC-10, with two wing-mounted engines

and one tail engine.

Design features. causal model and multiple abstraction levels. The design of RECORS's

knowledge bases and inferencing structure was driven by two considerations:

• that it facilitate simulation of multiple failures and derivation of responses from first

principles, and to that end that it represent causal knowledge of the flight domam_

• that it integrate with the architecture of the FaultFinder diagnostic system, and be

able to process the FaultFinder's output.

The first consideration led to the use of a causal model, which represents the causal

relationships among the various aircraft subsystems, effectors, and flight characteristics. In order

to capture the underlying principles of the flight domain, the model explicitly represents the

major forces that act on the aircraft. This representation combines interacting causal pathways,

making it possible both to simulate multiple failures and to derive multiple responses to achieve

some desired state.

The second consideration led to the introduction of the binary and qualitative levels of

abstraction. At the binary level we distinguish between normal and abnormal states or behaviors.

This level makes it possible to make inferences in the absence of detailed information about the

aircraft. Reasoning at this level is typically based on propagation of physical malfunction data in

the FaultFinder which, necessarily, cannot be very exact, and corresponds to the "affected" value

produced by the FaultFinder. For example, if an engine fails, the physical propagation model

may predict that the surrounding control surfaces will be affected. The RECORS system can

then propagate these effects forward through in the model to see how they will impact the flight

characteristics. Inferences at this level are not specific enough to support stand-alone

functionality. However, since RECORS's ultimate purpose is to f'tlter out or highlight

information for presentation to the human flight crew, even very high level inferences may help

to focus the crew's attention to a problem area.
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At the qualitative level, the state and behavior are describedby one of severalpossible

qualitativevalues.Typically therearethreesuchvalues,correspondingto a stablestateandthe

changesfrom thisstatein two directions. For example, the qualitative values describing airspeed

are: decreasing, stable, and increasing. The qualitative level thus requires more information than

the binary level and provides correspondingly more detailed inferences. Since the number of

qualitative values is small, it is possible to perform a complete search through the qualitative

space even when only binary-type information is available. For example, knowing only that an

"engine has been affected", RECORS can simulate the effects of both a decreasing thrust and

increasing thrust. The possible outcomes are displayed to the pilot, who can then use other

information to decide which is in fact the case. Orthogonal to the binary and qualitative levels

are the abstractions def'med by the taxonomic organization of the model. These levels support

reasoning about individual aircraft components (left or right engine) or about the engines in

general. Again, these abstractions support reasoning in the absence of detailed information about

the state of the aircraft. The details of how reasoning at the different abstraction levels is

integrated are discussed in Section 4.3.2.

Quantitative Modeling. The original design of RECORS provided for a third, quantitative,

level of abstraction [Hudlicka, 1988]. At this, the most detailed level, the flight domain would

have been represented by the dynamic equations of flight. We have postponed the

implementation of this level because we wanted to investigate the use of existing quantitative

models such as those present in the on-board flight directors and training flight simulators to

support quantitative reasoning. In the next phase of this project, we plan to incorporate these

existing models into RECORS, rather than duplicating the work that has already been done.

Architecture overview. RECORS is implemented in the KEE TM 3.1 development

environment on a Symbolics 3600 series under Genera TM 7.1. The knowledge representation

scheme is mixed, consisting of frame taxonomies, qualitative constraints, causal links, and

procedures. The declarative knowledge is represented by frame taxonomies describing:

* a causal model of the flight domain, representing the interactions among the various

aircraft subsystems, effectors, forces, and the flight profile characteristics,

* specific undesirable situations (alarms and warnings), represented as constraints

among the attributes of objects in the causal model, and
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• desiredeffector settingsand flight profile for each flight phase, represented as

constraints on the attributes of the effector and flight prof'fle objects.

The causal knowledge is represented by linking the causally related objects within these

taxonomies. These links exist both at the binary and at the qualitative levels. At the qualitative

level they consist of qualitative constraints which express the nature of the causal relationship

and support both failure simulation during situation assessment and the derivation of alternate

responses during response aiding. These knowledge bases are discussed in Section 4.2. The

procedural knowledge consists of the inferencing mechanisms written in LISP. These are:

• simulation of a faulty system or effector,

• triggering of warnings and alarms,

• determining which flight phase goals have been compromised,

• selecting a response action, and

• determining how this action should be achieved, given the constraints of the faulty
components and the current flight phase goals.

These mechanisms will be discussed in Section 4.3.

Chapter Organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2

describes the structure of the knowledge bases. Section 4.3 describes the inferencing

mechanisms which use the knowledge to perform the processing. Section 4.4 describes the

interface design and user interaction with the system. Section 4.5 discusses directions for future

work.

4.2 System Architecture: Knowledge Bases
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4.2.1 Model Structure

Overview. The core knowledge base of RECORS is a model representing the causal

relationships among the aircraft subsystems (fuel, hydraulic, oil), the effectors (engines, control

surfaces), and the flight profile characteristics (airspeed, altitude, roll, pitch, yaw) (see Figures

4-2 and 4-3).

SYSTEMS .... > EFFECTORS .... > FORCES .... > CHARACTERISTIC_

hydraulic control lift altitude
surfaces

Figure 4-2: High-Level View of the Causal Model Showing both the causal links and the
Taxonomic Links

There are two major causal chains in the model: one representing the power (linking

engines to thrust to airspeed) and the other representing the control (linking the control surfaces

to the lift and side forces to roll, pitch, and yaw) (see Figure 4-4).

The model tries to capture the principles of the domain by explicitly representing the major

forces that act on the aircraft in flight: lift, thrust, drag, side force, and gravity. Since it is these

forces that directly affect the flight profile characteristics, rather than the effector settings, their

explicit representation makes it possible to combine the influences of several effectors. This

becomes useful both when little information is available about the state of the aircraft and in

generating multiple responses to achieve a desired flight characteristic. For example, a roll is

caused by asymmetrical lift on the two wings which can be achieved by several effectors: the

preferred method is to use the ailerons, but asymmetrical slats, flaps, or spoiler settings can 'also

lead to a roll. By representing the underlying force, we can combine both normal (ailerons) and

abnormal (asymmetrical flap, slat or spoiler setting) conditions. This is particularly useful when

the normal way of inducing a roll is not possible (e.g., ailerons are non-functional) and an

alternative method must be found.
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Figure 4-3: The KEE Representation of the Core Causal Model. (Only the IS-A Links
are Shown.)
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Figure 4-4: The Major Causal Paths in the Model, Representing Power and Control
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Model Objects. The model consists of objects represented by flames (units) which refer to

physical parts of the aircraft, the forces, the flight characteristics, or to groups of these

represented by a unique object in order to facilitate some inferences. Examples of such

groupings are shown in Figure 4-5.

[|_h of the E-ENGINFS tlnit in the FLIGHI Knnwled[ e Ba_e

2 "EFFECTI_S

Z -EI_-W1NII -RltiH1 _-[1_ -TAIL1 -ENIIINE-WINII-LEFT

|,, ,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ....................................... . ..... ....• .............. •...... ..... ....................... _ ..............

1

1-CONTROL -SURF -WING -LEFT

1-t -AII_ERONS 1 -L -FLAPS ! -L -SLATS 1-L-SPOILERS

1 -I_ -(iFIUUN[I-SPLIILE RS 1 ',','¢_ARO -F LItiH l -SPOIL ERS 1-t -1RITBOARI3-FLWzHI -SPOILERS

Figure 4-5: Examples of Grouping Together Related Effectors Under More Abstract
Categories.

The objects' attributes (slots l represent the current state of the object (the status attribute),

the direction in which this state is changing (the trend attribute), and the object's relationships to

other objects (the affects, affected-by, parent, and child attributes ). Figure 4-6 shows the object

structure. These objects form both a taxonomy (defined by the parent-child links) and a causal

model (defined by the affects/affected-by links). The model thus combines both causal and
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B-status

B-affects

B-affected-by

QI-status

QI-affects

QI-affected-by

Qn-status

Qn-affects

Qn-affected-by

stable/abnormal

airspeed

engine

low/normal/high

(low airspeed low)

(high airspeed hicjh!

(low engine low)
(hicjh enoine hicjh)

actual thrust value

equation for airspeed in terms of
thrust

throttle setting for given thrust

}

}

}

Boolean Level

Qualitative Level

Quantitative Level

Thrust

Object Frame

Figure 4-6: A Subset of the Object Attributes Showing the Status and Causal Links at
Three Levels of Abstraction.

taxonomic (class membership, taxonomic) relations in a single structure. The issues associated

with such a combined representation are discussed in Section 4.2.5.

Levels of abstraction. Each object's status, trend, and causal link attributes exist at both the

binary and the qualitative levels of abstraction. Only the status attribute is used at the binary

level since the information contained in the trend and status attribute at this level is the same.

See Section 4.2.2 for a detailed discussion.
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4.2.2 Object Description Attributes

Overview. The state of each object in the model is represented by two attributes: status and

trend. The status attribute represents the current state of that object; the trend represents the

direction in which this state is changing. The differences between these two attributes with

respect to causal and qualitative reasoning are discussed below. In addition to the status and

trend attributes, the objects representing the aircraft systems and effectors also have an attribute

indicating whether the object is functional; i.e., whether its state or behavior can be changed.

This attribute is necessary both to simulate faults where an effector is stuck in a particular state

and to eliminate responses which involve non-functional effectors. First, a brief definition of

each attribute is provided and then the issues associated with the use of the different attributes

are discussed.

Status. The status attribute represents the current state of the object. There is no indication

as to the duration or the stability of that state. At the binary, level, the status can only be normal

or abnormal. At the qualitative level the status can take on one of several values which describe

the possible qualitative states of the object. These values are different for the different objects.

For example, the qualitative values for an engine are: off, idle, low, medium, high, max. For

control surfaces these values are: raised, or lowered (spoilers); extended, or retracted (flaps,

slats); left, straight, or right (rudder).

Trend. The trend attribute represents how the current state is changing at the particular

instant. It does not represent the behavior of the object over time. At the binary, level, the trend

attribute is again normal or abnormal. Thus at this level of abstraction there is no difference

between the status and trend attributes. At the qualitative level, the trend attribute corresponds to

the sign of the first derivative of the object's state. As with status, it can take on a variety of

values, depending on which object is being described. Typically there are three values,

corresponding to a positive change, negative change, and a stable state. For example, engine,

thrust, airspeed, and altitude can be either increasing, stable, or decreasing, resulting in the

familiar set of qualitative values denoted -, 0, and + [de Kleer, 1985, Forbus, 1985]. For control

surfaces affecting the lift, the qualitative values are: raising, stable, and lowering. For the

rudder, the control surface affecting the yaw force, the values are left (meaning "going to the

left"), straight, and right; similarly, yaw itself has the same set of values.
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Functional? Unlike the state or behavior attributes, the functional? attribute provides some

indication of time and the object's state and behavior over time. Namely, it indicates that the

object is not functional and thus its state (and behavior) will not change. The functional?

attribute is associated with each subsystem (fuel, hydraulic) and each effector (engines, control

surfaces). It can be t or nil, corresponding to a functional or non-functional system or effector

respectively. The nil value thus indicates that the current state of this system or effector cannot

be changed. This attribute is needed in order to capture "stuck-at" failures: for example, flaps

which are stuck in either the extended or the retracted position.

4.2.3 Differences Between Status and Trend

Although the status and trend attributes are closely related, there axe several important

differences between them with respect to:

• representational resolution,

• qualitative arithmetic, and

• representation of time.

These differences axe discussed below by way of explaining our choice of the trend

attribute as the basis for causal reasoning.

We have also included the status attribute in the representation in order to:

• handle a wider range of inputs (both status and trends)

• predict the effects of effectors stuck in a particular state in future flight phases.

Status values can serve as input because a trend can be calculated from the previous state

and the current state. Similarly, at the output, the resulting status can be calculated from the

previous state and the current trend following the state transition diagrams shown in Figure 4-7.

Resolution - Selection of Qualitative Values. Qualitative models, by definition, have a lower

resolution than the corresponding equations (quantitative models). In constructing a qualitative

model, the designer must therefore carefully consider the consequences of selecting a particular

set of qualitative values, since all actual values within a given qualitative value are treated

identically. It is typically easier to use the sign of the f'trst derivative, where there axe natural
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Figure 4.7: State Transition Diagrams Showing the Relationship Between Status and

Trend. The States Correspond to the Qualitative State Values and the Links to the

Qualitative Trend Values.

breakpoints resulting in three distinct regions: increasing, stable, and decreasing, which are most

often represented as -,0, and +. These values correspond to the value of the trend attribute. The

use of state values is more problematic, since there is a greater number of possible interesting

states. For example an engine setting can be off, idle, low, medium, high, or max (expressed

relative to the maximal setting). As we will see, a large number of states makes it more difficult

to define the arithmetic required for the combination of qualitative values which is necessary any

time multiple causal "influences exist. According to this criterion, the trend attribute is thus

preferred over the status attribute, due to its small number of well def'med qualitative values.
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Qualitative Arithmetic - Combining Multiple Causal Effects. One of the difficulties with

qualitative reasoning stems from the reduced resolution of this representation and the resulting

ambiguity of the inferences. This is particularly problematic when causal influences from

multiple sources must be combined. Consider the situation where there are three engines

contributing to the total thrust. What should the thrust value be if engine 1 is low. engine 2 is

idle, and engine 3 is max?

When there are multiple influences (whether of the same type multiple engines affecting

thrust: or of different types such as both thrust and pitch affecting airspeed) it becomes difficult

to determine what the final qualitative value should be, based on the incoming values. One

solution is to increase the resolution of the qualitative states of the object receiving the multiple

influences and assign a unique qualitative value to each combination of the incoming values.

This is not a satisfactory resolution of the problem, since it leads to a proliferation of somewhat

arbitrary qualitative states (really low, somewhat low, medium low, etc.) and a correspondingly

awkward arithmetic. This approach is also very domain specific and lacking in generality.

Another problem with qualitative reasoning is the existence of contradictions when

opposing causal influences are combined. An example of this is a situation when the pitch is

decreasing (leading to an increase in airspeed) but at the same time the thrust is decreasing

(leading to a decrease in airspeed). At such points no solution exists at the qualitative level.

The problem we face here is to devise an arithmetic which defines how the qualitative

values are combined. The construction of such an arithmetic becomes more difficult as the

number of qualitative values increases. It is also made more difficult if the values do not contain

a natural zero value (landmark value). A zero value simplifies the arithmetic by reducing the

number of value combinations where the operations are undefined. Since the qualitative values

describing the status have no zero value, the only time this arithmetic is defined unambiguously

is when the multiple values are identical; i.e., low and low give low, high and high give high, etc.

Because the set of qualitative values describing the trend does have a zero point (the zero

derivative or "stable" trend), the only time this arithmetic is undetrmed is when the values are

opposing; i.e., increasing and decreasing. This follows the established practice in qualitative

physics.
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Considering the ease of arithmetic definition criterion, the trend attribute is preferred over

the status, both due to the small number of qualitative states (typically three), and because of the

existence of a zero (any stable state). The arithmetic for one of the sets of qualitative values is

shown in Figure 4-8. The problems associated with defining the arithmetic for various quantity

spaces are discussed by de Kleer and Brown [1984] and Williams [1984].

?

A <
0 - 0 +

+ ? + +

Figure 4-8: Qualitative Arithmetic for Combining Causal Influences (A and B)

Time. Time is not represented explicitly in the current implementation. While the causal

representation provides some information about the time relationship among events (i.e., causes

precede effects), there are no indications about how long an event will last or when it will occur.

However, there is a subtle difference between the use of the status and attributes with respect to

time.

The trend attribute represents a change in behavior. Assuming a continued input, a trend in

a particular direction will cause a corresponding trend in the causally related objects. That is, if

an engine begins to decrease its output, there will be a corresponding decrease in thrust, and

eventually a decrease in airspeed. The trend attribute can thus be propagated directly, always
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inducing the corresponding change in behavior in the causally related objects. The effects are

instantaneous and continue as long as the initial causal influence persists.

This is not the case for the status attribute. Consider the case where the engine output is

"low". Does this mean that the thrust will be "low"? Not necessarily, because the new state is a

function of the previous state. If the previous state had been "max", then the low engine output

will reduce the thrust but not bring it to "low". But this is just the instantaneous effect. Once the

system has stabilized, the thrust will be "low".

The trend thus represents an instantaneous change which can be propagated directly. The

status represents a more stable aspect of the system and can also be used to propagate causal

effects, but is only valid once the system has stabilized. Since the faults presented to the

FaultFinder, and thus to RECORS, typically represent sudden changes in behavior, we have

decided to use the trend attribute as the primary value to propagate in order to simulate fault

behavior.

4.2.4 Model Links cModel Object Relationshipsl

4.2.4.1 Causal Links

The model contains several types of causal links as well as taxonomic links combined into a

single structure. These are discussed below.

Single Object Links. Objects that influence one another are connected by causal links.

There are two causal links for each abstraction level: forward (affects) and backward

(affected-by). At the binary level, these links simply list the objects affecting or affected by the

current object. For example, the affected-by attribute of the object elevators points to the object

lift-tail which in turns points to pitch. At the qualitative level, the causal links contain constraint

expressions describing the relationships among the affected objects. The syntax of these

expressions is: (<current trend value> <affected/affecting-object> <affected/affecting object's

value>). For example, thrust-wing-left is proportional to the output of the engine-wing-left. Thus,

the affected-by attribute of thrust-wing-left contains the following expressions: (increasing

engine-wing-left increasing) (decreasing engine-wing-left decreasing). Similarly, the affects
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attribute of engine-wing-left contains: (increasing thrust-wing-left increasing) (decreasing

thrust-wing-left decreasing). A more efficient representation [Rajagopalan, 1984] would simply

indicate that the relationship is directly or inversely proportional rather than explicitly listing the

values. However, in terms of their inferential capabilities, these two representations are

identical.

Causal Links Involving Relations Among Multiple Objects. The core causal model (Figure

4-3) represents causal links among individual objects. It does not necessarily represent the

causality involved in a particular type of relationship among several objects. This type of

causality occurs any time two effectors are intended to function in a symmetrical mode. In such

cases, asymmetry will create new causal effects. For example, the particular type of relationship

among the thrusts on the wing engines (equal or asymmetrical) will itself have a unique causal

link to a flight characteristic: yaw.

In cases where multiple effects exist, one will often dominate in a given situation. For

example, the lift on the two wings affects both the roll and the altitude. 7 However, if this lift is

asymmetrical, the roll effect will be primary, and we would not want to infer that increasing the

lift on one of the wings will affect the altitude. However, if the lift on both wings is altered

equally, the primary result will be a change in altitude (e.g., when spoilers are used for quick

descent.) The effects of these types of relationships are represented in a separate part of the

knowledge base, the Multiple-object-constraints (see Figure 4-9).

These relationships may represent both normal (equal lift on wings affects altitude) and

abnormal (asymmetrical lift affects the roll) situations. The causal links from these objects to the

objects representing the flight characteristics represent how these relationships influence the

flight characteristics. The names of all constraints associated with a particular object are

contained in the attribute constraints. This attribute is checked during simulation and the

individual constraints are checked to see if they are satisfied. For example, the constraints

attribute of lift-wing-left points to the object asymmeo'ical-lifi in the knowledge base

7The exact effect on the altitude is expressed by the relationships between the status and trend attributes of the
objects involved.
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Figure 4-9: The Knowledge Base Containing the Objects Representing Constraints
Among Multiple Objects in the Core Model.

Multiple-Object-Constraints. Figure 4-10 illustrates these types of relationships and the

connections between the two knowledge bases.

4.2.4.2 Taxonomic Links - Taxonomic Hierarchies

In addition to the causal links, the model also contains taxonomic links, which relate objects

by the class membership relation. The taxonomic links give rise to the taxonomies shown in

Figure 4-5. This hierarchical organization allows both an efficient representation of objects, by

allowing the inheritance of attributes and their values, and provides additional levels of

abstraction (orthogonal to the binary, and the qualitative levels) which support reasoning in the

absence of more detailed information about the state of the aircraft.

Representational Efficiency. This is achieved by grouping together objects which exert

similar causal effects and representing the causal links only once. For example, all control

surfaces on the wings affect the lift in similar ways: raising the control surfaces (spoilers,

ailerons, flaps, slats) results in a decreased lift; lowering the surface results in a increased lift.
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Constraints Knowledge Base.

This relationship is represented just once, at the level of control-sulfaces-wing, rather than for

the individual control surfaces. Similarly, the contribution of the individual engines to the total

thrust and thus the airspeed is represented in one place: the thrust to airspeed causal link.

Taxonomic abstraction levels. These levels of abstraction correspond to the different levels

of the taxonomy. They are similar to the binar 3, and the qualitative levels in that the higher levels

can be used to make inferences about the aircraft state in the absence of more exact data. For

example, by explicitly representing the three engines as a separate object engine in the model,

and connecting this object to the causally related objects (thrust and airspeed), the model can

support inferences given only the information that "something is wrong with the engines". A

detailed description of reasoning at the different levels of taxonomic abstraction is in Section

4.3.2.
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4.2.5 Combining Causal and Taxonomic Links in the Model

While the combination of the taxonomic and causal representations provides advantages (a

uniform structure), it also creates problems. Constructing a model is more difficult than putting

together an set ,ff unrelated rules. Some of these issues are discussed below.

Separating Causal Relationships. Causal effects common to more than one object are

represented at those objects" parents. This occurs both in the case of the individual control

surfaces, whose effect on lift is expressed once at the level of control-surface-wing-left, (Figure

4-1 l a) and in the case of thrusts from the individual engines, whose effects on speed are

expressed once, at the level of the parent object, thrust. We have to be careful to make sure that

an object does not combine inappropriate causal effects. It is tempting to create such objects,

since the physical grouping often suggests a corresponding model grouping. For example, it is

tempting to group the control surfaces on the tail together, much like we did the control surfaces

on the wing. The resulting model is shown in Figure 4-11 b. However, this would be a mistake,

since the tail control surfaces, rudder and elevators, affect two different forces: f-yaw 8 and

lift-tail and subsequently the van' and the pitch. The model that illustrates the correct

representation is shown in Figure 4-1 lc. The rule to follow here is this: An object should

represent a causal link to another object only if its children can inherit this causal link; in other

words, if all its children are similarly related to the other object.

hiheritance of Causal Relationships. Inheritance, however, presents some difficulties. In

principle, any object can inherit all of its parents' causal links. However, since these links are

expressed at higher levels of abstraction, it would not necessarily be appropriate to inherit them.

For example, the hydraulic-systems object is causally related to the control-surface object. If

these causal links were inherited, then the affects attribute of hydraulic-system-A would contain

•all affected effectors plus the object control-surface which would lead to redundant inferences.

When inheriting causal links we must therefore make sure that only the most specific links

are used in inferencing.

8F- yaw represents the side force induced by the rudders.
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Link Types. Although the taxonomy, by definition, is structured according to class-subclass

(also referred to as taxonomic or IS-A links) links, it also captures some other relationships, such

as is-located-on (individual control surfaces are located on the left wing, represented by

_'ontrol-sulf-wmg-left), is-part-of (lift of individual wings is part of total lift; thrust of individual

engines is part of total thrust). We take advantage of using these links for the types of inferences

they naturally support. For example, if the left wing has been damaged, the model can use the

control-surf-wing-left object and its causal links to infer that the lift on the left wing will be

affected and a roll may result. The model also supports the inferences made by following the

taxonomic links to the children, and deducing that any of the control surfaces on that wing may

be damaged. The causal links from these objects can also be followed, and the full range of the

possible effects of wing damage may thus be deduced.

4.2.6 Representing Desired States and Behaviors

So far we have not discussed any mechanism for determining whether the behavior or status

of the system is desirable. At the binary level, the implication is that the abnormal value is not

desirable. In order to determine whether a particular status or trend is appropriate at the

qualitative level RECORS must have a representation of the expected values for each phase of

flight. This knowledge can then be used to determine what the corrective response should be in

an undesirable situation.

In RECORS, the desired aircraft status and trend values are expressed in constraints

attached to the model objects' attributes. We distinguish between several types of constraints:

those that must hold at any point during the flight (alarms and warnings) and those that are

specific for a given flight phase and thus change ,with time (flight phases). Examples of the

former are asymmetrical-thrust and aircraft-stall. Examples of the latter are the different effector

settings and flight profile characteristics required in the different flight phases. Figure 4-12

shows the knowledge base representing the different flight phases as well as the internal

structure of the objects.
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4.2.7 Alarms and Warnings

Both 'alarms and warnings represent undesirable situations which should be avoided. The

difference between the two is that some of the states which trigger a warning could in fact be

desirable in abnormal situations and could be used to achieve a desired response in an

emergency. For example, if the rudder failed, asymmetrical thrust could be used to induce a yaw.

Similarly, if the ailerons failed, asymmetrical lift reduced by an asymmetrical setting of one of

the other wing control surfaces could induce a roll.

Unlike the warnings, alarms represent situations which are always undesirable. For

example, while an aircraft stall will result in a decreased altitude, it is not generally a good idea

to stall the aircraft in order to descend faster.

Each alarm and warning exists at both the binary and the qualitative levels. When an "alarm

or warning is triggered at the binary level, the status of the corresponding object becomes

abnormal. At the qualitative level, the trend of the object takes on the corresponding qualitative

value. For example, in the case of asymmetrical lift, the value will be either left or right.

4.2.8 Flight Phase Constraints

The flight phase knowledge base lists the desired effector settings and flight characteristics

for each of the seven flight phases. This information is used during simulation to determine

which flight phase goals, if any, are violated by a fault. The violated goals are displayed to the

pilot, in addition to the triggered alarms and warnings and the affected flight characteristics.

During response derivation the flight phase constraints are used to determine whether a

suggested response is feasible; i.e., whether it is consistent with the current flight phase

constraints.
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4.3 lnferencing Mechanisms

RECORS's knowledge bases support several types of reasoning, including the simulation of

identified faults and the generation of possible responses to achieve a desired set of flight

characteristics. The underlying mechanism used to implement these is bi-directional value

propagation through the causal links at either the binary or the qualitative level, at various levels

of the taxonomic hierarchy. 9 During simulation, the initial value is provided by the FaultFinder

and represents a faulty subsystem or aircraft effector. Simulation output consists of affected

flight characteristics as well as any violated flight phase goals, alarms, and wammgs. During

response derivation, the initial value represents some desired flight characteristic. The output

consists of effector settings which would achieve the desired state, taking into consideration the

current state of the aircraft (e.g., failed engines) and current flight phase goals le.g., maintain

increasing altitude).

Simulation and response derivation are linked by the goal generation process, which maps

the wamings, alarms, and violated flight phase constraints into desired flight characteristics that

would help correct the current state. Figure 4-13 shows how these types of reasoning are related

and how they use RECORS's causal model. Figure 4-14 illustrates in more detail the simulation

'algorithm which is discussed in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Multiple Failure Simulation/Multiple Response Derivation

If we view only the causal graph portion of the model we can see several places where links

either converge or branch out (see Figure 4-15). These points indicate interacting multiple failure

paths or multiple response possibilities. Simulation of multiple failures is achieved by

sequentially propagating the corresponding values through the model. If the failures interact,

their propagation paths meet, and the corresponding values axe combined according to either the

binary or the qualitative arithmetic described in Section 4.2.3. Depending on what the values

are, this may lead to a contradiction. During response derivation, reaching these points means

9This mechanism can also be extended to include diagnosis.
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Figure 4-13: A High-Level View of the RECORS's Reasoning Types.

that there are multiple ways of achieving a certain state. In such cases there is typically a

preferred order in which these responses should be attempted; e.g., if the ailerons can be used to

induce a roll then an asymmetrical spoiler setting should not be used. This issue of preferred

causal paths does not arise during simulation, because any possible causal propagation pathway

must be followed to make the full set of inferences required to represent the effects of a fault.
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Figure 4-14: Simulation Process Diagram

4.3.2 Reasoning at Multiple Levels of Abstraction

Section 4.2 described the different types of representational abstractions that exist in

RECORS's knowledge bases; binary and qualitative on the one hand, taxonomic on the other.

Reasoning can take place at any of the these levels and transitions among the levels are possible.

In cases where little information about the aircraft state or fault is available, the higher

abstraction levels allow correspondingly more general inferences. If more detailed results are
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Figure 4-15: The Causal Graph Defined by the affects and affected-by links.

required, the reasoning can switch to a lower level of abstraction (from binary to qualitative, or

from a higher taxonomic level to a lower one) and explore the full space of possibilities at that

level.

There is, however, a tradeoff between the level of abstraction and the certainty that the

inferences are accurate. If the initial data exists at a higher level of abstraction, we can make

inferences at that level and maintain the certainty that these inferences are correct. When we

switch to a lower level, the certainty is reduced, since we are now exploring the space of

possible results. For example, if we know that "something is wrong with the engines" we can

infer that "something will be wrong with the thrust". However, if we switch to a lower level of
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abstractionandinfereitherthat"thethrustis low....thrustishigh" or that "thrustleft is abnormal"

or "'thrustright isabnormal"thenthecertaintyof theseinferencesis reduced.

Thetypeof reasoningusedinitially dependson theinputdata. Figure4-16 showsexamples

of input atthedifferent levelsof abstraction.

I
Binary | engine-wing-left engines

abnormal abnormal

Qualitative I engine- .wing-left engines.

Leaves of Taxonomy Internal Nodes

Figure 4-16: Examples of Input Data at Different Levels of Abstraction.

How the reasoning progresses depends on both the results of the process (whether contradictions

are reached), the initial level, and on user-defined parameters which control transitions among

the different levels of abstraction. These different transitions are described below.

Quafitative to binary. This transition is useful when a contradiction is reached at the

qualitative level. Contradiction is reached any time opposing causal influences must be

combined, resulting in an undefined value. This occurs primarily when multiple failures are

simulated, for example, if the the thrust of one engine is decreasing while the other is increasing.

In such cases the reasoning would continue at the binary level and conclude that airspeed will be

abnormal, without specifying whether it will decrease or increase.
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Binary to qualitative. Whether binary reasoning is taking place due to the initial data or

because of a previous transition due to a contradiction one way to obtain more detailed

references is to make a transition to the qualitative level and explore the full space of

possibilities at this level. This full search is feasible because there are only three qualitative

states. For the example above, this would mean simulating both an increased thrust and a

decreased thrust. The advantage of this approach is that any alarms or warnings associated with

the qualitative values will be triggered and any causal links represented at the lower levels will

be activated.

Switching to a lower taxonomic level. This is accomplished by expanding model objects at

the higher levels of the hierarchy into their constituent objects (following the taxonomic links)

and presenting this information to the crew. For example, if the input specified that "something

was wrong with the engines" we could expand the "engines" object to the individual engines and

inform the crew that there is a chance that any of these engines are faulty. This is feasible as

long as the number of objects at the lower levels remains small. In the current version of the

model this number is typically between three and five (see Figure 4-5). In this case however the

inferences about these objects have a lower belief, since we do not know exactly which of the

engines or control surfaces is malfunctioning. For example, if the thrust is abnormal, we can

expand the thrust object into the three constituent components and present this information to the

crew.

"I'he other advantage is that the causal links at the lower levels are activated and can both

provide more information (e.g., if a wing engine has failed, then the yaw will be affected) and

help identify the actual error (the direction of the yaw indicates which engine is affected).

Constraining the Answers Generated at the Lower Abstraction Levels. Whenever a

transition is made to a lower level of abstraction, whether from binary to qualitative or from a

higher taxonomic level to a lower one, there is the problem of many possible answers. This

number can be reduced by eliminating the answers whose results are not consistent with the

current flight characteristics. For example, if a taxonomic level expansion suggests that either the

left wing, right wing, or tail engine have a decreased output and at the same time the plane is

yawing to the left, we can deduce that it is in fact the left wing engine whose output is low.
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In the future,other sourcesof informationcould alsobe usedto increaseor decreasethe

belief in the particular inference. For example, the maintenance record may show that the left

wing engine tends to have problems and this can help increase the belief that it is this engine

which is faulty.

Controlling the Transitions. In the current version of the system the user specifies which of

these possibilities is desirable; the default is to change to the binary level when a contradiction is

reached at the qualitative level. The user can also control these transitions by an explicit request

through the interface or by modifying the system parameters.

4.3.3 Simulation - Forward Value Propagation

At the most general level of description, simulation consists of propagating a status or trend

value of some object forward through the model's causal links. The input consists of data from

the FaultFinder and can be either at the binary or the qualitative level, representing either the

status or trend of either the subsystems or the effectors. Examples of the former are: flaps

extended, elevators up, engine low; examples of the corresponding trends are: flaps extending,

elevators raising, engine decreasing. In addition to these inputs, which represent changes in the

current state of the aircraft, we assume that the model has available the current state of the

aircraft subsystems and effectors, which is automatically, updated as these states change. We

assume that any discrepancies are detected by the FaultFinder and thus RECORS processing

(fault simulation) is triggered by the FaultFinder's input. Figure 4-17 illustrates the relationship

between RECORS and the FaultFinder.

The simulation works in two passes. In pass one, the values are propagated through the

core model, resulting in the status or trend attribute values of the model objects being changed to

reflect the effects of the simulated faults. In pass two 10 the constraints representing alarms and

warnings are checked, as well as any multi-object causal relationships. Any violated flight phase

goals are collected during both passes and are displayed to the crew. These violated goals, as

_°The mason for the two passes is that the multi-object constraints may not have all the necessary intormation
available during pass one.
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Figure 4-17: Relationship Between RECORS and the FaultFinder System

well as any triggered alarms and warnings, comprise the input to the goal generation procedure,

which is described in Section 4.3.4. Figure 4-14 shows a diagram of this process. The following

example illustrates this process.

Suppose RECORS receives as input the information that left wing engine's RPM's are

decreasing. This qualitative trend value is propagated through all causally released objects in

pass one. This causes the ql-trend value of the objects thrust-wing-left and airspeed to be

changed to "decreasing". In pass two any multiple object constraints are checked. In this

particular causal chain there is only one such object asymmetrical thrust, which represent the

relationship between the wing engine thrusts. The asymmetrical thrust is causally related to yaw,

therefore the ql-trend value (left) is propagated forward, leading to changes in the ql-trend value

of the yaw object. At this point the goals associated with the particular flight phase are checked,

and a violated goal is found in both the airspeed and yaw. These results are displayed to the

crew.
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4.3.3.1 Using the Taxonomic Links of the Model

The taxonomic organization of the model makes it possible to specify similar caus',d

relations among several object at one point, higher in the taxonomic hierarchy. Thus the fact that

thrust for all three engines affects airspeed is only represented once, in the affects attribute of the

object thrust, which represent the total thrust. An analogous relationship exists between the

contributions of the individual control surfaces to the overall wing lift. Thus not all causal

relationships are represented at the same level of the taxonomic hierarchy. The simulation

algorithm must therefore use both the affects links (to access causal relationships at the same

taxonomic level) and follow the taxonomic links up the taxonomic hierarchy, to access any

causal relations that may exist in the parent objects at the next level.

4.3.3.2 Binary Simulation

Binary simulation is used when only non-specific information is available about the state of

the system. It is triggered whenever RECORS receives abnormal status or trend of some

subsystem or effector. (Recall from Section 4.2 that at this level both trend and status contain

same type of information and are thus treated identically.) The abnormal value is propagated via

the "affects" links of each object. These links contain a list of the causally related objects. The

simulation algorithm first looks up the affected objects in the affects attribute and then sets the

status to abnormal. This process continues until objects are reached which have an empty

"affects" attribute, indicating no further causal connections. In the current version of the model

these are the flight characteristics. The output consists of all abnormal flight characteristics,

triggered alarms and warnings, and violated flight phase constraints. Note that at this level there

is no further information about the way in which the characteristic has been affected. All we

know is that, for example, the thrust is abnormal, but not whether it is low or high. Examples of

output at this level are: airspeed or "altitude is abnormal, asymmetrical-lift exists (but not the

direction), roll or yaw are abnormal (but not the direction t.
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4.3.3.3 Qualitative Simulation

Qualitative simulation is used when more precise information is available from the

FaultFinder describing the state or behavior of affected system or component in terms of one of

the possible qualitative values. (Recall from Section 4.2 that only trend values are propagated

during qualitative simulation.) If a status value is received, it is first translated to trend by

comparing the new state with the existing state following the diagram in Figure 4-7.

Current
II

0

-I-

Desired

0 ÷

no A ÷ ÷

no A ÷

no

Figure 4-18: A Table Relating Current Trend Values to Desired Trend Values

The simulation algorithm first selects the appropriate constraint expression from the list of

such expressions in the ql-affects attribute of the current object. This selection is done by

matching the current trend value with the first value of each constraint expression. For example,

if we wanted to simulate the effects of a decreasing thrust, we would follow these steps:

• Access the ql-affects attribute of thrust to obtain the following set of constraint

expressions: (increasing airspeed increasing)(decreasing airspeed decreasing)

• Match the current trend value of thrust with the first values of these expressions to

obtain: (decreasing airspeed decreasing)

• Go to the object named in that expression: airspeed
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• Set the trend attribute of that object to the last value of that expression: decreasing

This process continues until the a ql-affects link is reached which is empty. The output

consists of the same set of objects as the binary simulation output, but this time we know the

objects' qualitative values.

4.3.4 Determining Desired Corrective State

After the effects of a fault have been determined, the goal generation mechanism

determines desired change in flight characteristics that would counteract the problem. The input

to this process consists of the violated flight phase constraints and the output consists of the

desired set of flight characteristics which would bring the system back to the desired state. Since

these flight characteristics are the goals to be achieved, we term this process goal generation.

The goal generation consists of mapping the deviation from the desired state or trend of the flight

characteristics into an action that will bring the aircraft to the desired state, as represented by the

flight characteristics. Since we are currently not considering multi-step sequences of actions, this

process is simple.

Binary. At the binary level the goal generation simply provides the violated flight phase

constraints to the response generation algorithm, which then lists the effectors that could be used

to alter those flight characteristics.

Qualitative. At the qualitative level, the desired flight characteristic can be expressed as

either status or trend. If it is expressed as a trend, the goal generation uses tables such as the one

shown in Figure 4-18 to determine, based on the current and desired trends, what the change in

trend should be. This is then provided to the response generation algorithm. If the desired

characteristic is expressed as a status, then the state diagrams shown in Figure 4-7 are used to

determine what change in the current trend would achieve the desired state. For example, if the

aircraft is yawing to the left, the corrective action is to yaw to the right.
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4.3.5 ResponseDerivation - Backward Value Propagation

The response derivation mechanism receives input from the goal generation in the form of

the desired flight characteristic status or trend. It propagates these desired values backward

through the affected-by links to determine which effectors can achieve this goal, taking into

consideration any non-functional components and the current flight phase constraints. In terms

of the link traversal in the causal model, the response derivation algorithm performs the inverse

of the simulation algorithms.

At the binary level, the output consists of the list of effectors since the resolution of this

level does not permit the derivation of the effector settings. The assumption being that since the

pilot is already partially aware of the situation simply suggesting the use of a particular effector

may be sufficient to trigger the correct effector setting. At the qualitative level, the output

provides the suggested effector setting as well, for example, decreasing the thrust or raising

elevators. Response derivation works in two passes. First pass consists of propagating the desired

characteristic backward and determining which effectors should be used to achieve that value.

This takes into account any non-functional effectors, whether it be because the effectors

themselves are faulty or because their underlying subsystems are. In the second pass these

suggested effector settings are propagated forward, using the simulation algorithm, to see

whether their use would lead to undesirable effects (trigger alarms, warnings, or violate current

flight phase goals). The effector settings which do not violate any flight phase constraints are

then displayed to the flight crew.
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4.4 Interfaces

This section describes the interface design of RECORS and user interaction with the

system. In designing RECORS interfaces we have provided:

* direct manipulation interfaces where possible,

• displays or icons familiar to the pilots, and

• the same display for both input and output where possible (distrol displays).

Some of these displays are used for developmental purposes and system control (see

Figures 4-19 and 4-20); others could eventually be incorporated into the cock-pit displays _see

Figure 4-21). The design presented here is still preliminary and we expect to conduct a number

of experiments in the next phase of the project to evaluate and modify this design.

4.4.1 instrument Panel: Flight Characteristics

The instrument panel is shown in the "characteristics display" portion of Figure 4-21 and

shows the displays that are always visible to the pilot. These are: airspeed, 'altimeter, artificial

horizon 11, and the rate of climb indicators. This set of displays corresponds to the flight

characteristics portion of the model.

Input. The instrument panel is used to provide the input to the response derivation

algorithm in the form of desired flight characteristics to be achieved by the aircraft. To input a

value the user must first choose between binat 3, and qualitative level from a menu. When binary

has been selected, the user can click on any of the displays on the instrument panel to select the

appropriate flight characteristic. When qualitative has been selected, the user must further

specify, whether a status or a trend value will be input. Each display is then overlaid with a

display which divides the set of values into the appropriate qualitative regions, which are mouse-

sensitive. When one of these regions is selected, the selected value is assigned to the

corresponding attribute of that flight characteristic.

t_The artificial horizon combines the pitch and roll characteristics and include a yaw mdicator in the bottom
portion of the display.
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Figure 4-19: KEE Development Screen
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Output. The output is used to display the flight characteristics affected by a fault. These

are displayed at the most detailed level of abstraction available. At the binar)" level, the display

corresponding to the affected flight characteristic is highlighted. At the qualitative level, the

status value is displayed by highlighting the corresponding portion of the overlay display

described above; and a trend is displayed with an arrow indication in the direction of the

changing state.

4.4.2 Effectors

This display (labeled "effector displays" in Figure 4-21 ) shows the aircraft outline showing

the effectors which are mouse-sensitive. It is used during simulation to input faulty effectors and

during response derivation to output suggested effector settings.

Input. The user can click on any effector. A menu pops up allowing the selection of binary

or qualitative levels. If the binary level is selected, the selected effector's status is set to

"abnormal". If qualitative is selected, another menu pops up with the choice of status or trend

attributes. When one is selected, a menu with the possible choices pops-up and the user selects

the desired value for that attribute.

Output. The suggested effectors are highlighted and, if the reasoning is taking place at the

qualitative level, the trend attributes value is overlaid on the effector.

4.4.3 Alarms & Warnings

The alarms and warnings display is used for output only. The alarms and warnings are

represented by text strings which are displayed in a separate window. If the alarm or warning has

been triggered, the corresponding text string is highlighted. If the reasoning is taking place at the

qualitative level, the value is displayed next to the string.
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4.4.4 Flight Phase Display

This display shows a graphical representation of the seven flight phases illustrated by an

aircraft icon in different positions. The icons are mouse-sensitive.

Input. The user clicks on any of these icons to select the flight phase. This input is used for

two purposes:

• To determine for which flight phases simulation or response derivation should be

performed.

• To select which results will be displayed on the instrument panel or the effector

display, when multiple flight phases have been processed.

Output. The flight phase currently being processed by RECORS is highlighted.

4.4.5 RECORS Control Menus

This black and white display is used both to control RECORS processing and to input and

display the aircraft system status. An interim display for inputting flight characteristics is also

included.

4.4.6 KEE Development Windo,,v Display

This black and white display is used to access the different KEE knowledge bases. The

knowledge bases can be viewed in either textual or graphical format. The graphical format

shows the taxonomic hierarchy; the textual format shows the individual objects and their slots.
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4.5 Future Work

We feel there are several areas in which further research would enhance aiding system

effectiveness. This section discusses these directions for future work, which fall into three major

categories:

* Basic research in aiding systems in general.

• Basic research in causal modeling.

• Applied work with aiding systems.

For each of these categories we list several possible projects. The section ends with a

prioritized list of these projects along two dimensions:

• Importance of work in the area for next phase of the Intelligent Aiding Systems

project.

• Level of effort required for the task.

4.5.1 Basic Research in Aiding Systems

This involves addressing the issues of system reliability, verification and validation, the

completeness of the representation, and the ability of the system to know when it has reached the

boundaries of its expertise. Appendix B discusses verification and validation. The issues

associated with real-time response also fall under this category.

4.5.2 Basic Research in Causal Modeling

Work in this area would involve research in knowledge representation and automatic

reasoning and would address the following issues:

• limitations of causal reasoning.

• increasing the resolution of the causal interaction to include primal" and secondary"
causal effects,

• representing time and feedback in causal models,

• constructing more detailed models of the aircraft systems.

• combination of taxonomic and causal representations,
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• principles of causal model construction, and

• tools for automating the model construction process.

4.5.3 Applied Work in Aiding S)stems

Work in this area would involve empirical studies of the interaction between an aiding

system and the human crew and would be concerned with the integration of intelligent aiding

system and current technology in a number of areas. Some projects falling under this general

category are listed below.

*Integration of qualitative reasoning with existing quantitative models (.flight

director, flight simulators).

• Use of the RECORS prototype for pilot and maintenance crews training.

• Measuring the effectiveness of aided and unaided pilot performance in different

situations and for different people with varying levels of expertise. In particular,

measuring the effectiveness providing information at the different levels of
abstraction.

• Determining at what point on the situation-response spectrum the information

should be provided and how does this varies from person to person, by the person's

level of expertise, and by the situation.

• How much explanation of the system's reasoning is required and how should it be

presented.

• Experiments with different interface designs.

4.5.4 Future Projects Ordered by Importance

1. Representing time and feedback in causal models.

2. Constructing more detailed models of the aircraft systems.

3. Integration of qualitative reasoning with existing quantitative models lflight

director, flight simulators).

4. Real-time performance issues.

5. Verification and validation of the aiding system knowledge bases.

6. Measuring the effectiveness of aided and unaided pilot performance in different

situations and for different people with varying levels of expertise. In particular,

measuring the effectiveness providing information at the different levels of
abstraction.
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7. Determining at what point on the situation-response spectrum the information

should be provided and how does this varies from person to person, by the person's

level of expertise, and by the situation.

8. Increasing the resolution of the causal interaction to include primary, and secondary
causal effects.

9. Determining how much explanation of the system's reasoning is required and how

should it be presented.

10. Experiments with different interface designs.

11. Use of the RECORS prototype for pilot and maintenance crews training.

12. Construction of tools for automating the model construction process.

4.5.5 Future Projects Ordered by the Level of Effort Required

1. Representing time and feedback in causal models.

2. Constructing more detailed models of the aircraft systems.

3. Increasing the resolution of the causal interaction to include primary and secondary
causal effects.

4. Measuring the effectiveness of aided and unaided pilot performance in different

situations and for different people with varying levels of expertise. In particular,

measuring the effectiveness providing information at the different levels of
abstraction.

5. Determining at what point on the situation-response spectrum the information

should be provided and how does this varies from person to person, by the person's

level of expertise, and by the situation.

6. Determining how much explanation of the system's reasoning is required and how

should it be presented.

7. Experiments with different interface designs.

8. Integration of qualitative reasoning with existing quantitative models (flight

director, flight simulators).

9. Real-time performance issues.

10. Verification and validation of the aiding system -knowledge bases.
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Appendix A

Aircraft Incidents/Accidents

Incident 1: An illustration of the value of onboard expert assistance is provided by an

incident on a Miami to Nassau flight, May 1983. In that flight an L-1011 received low oil

warnings in all three engines. The flight engmeer realizing the extremely low probability of all

three engines failing simultaneously decided to eliminate other causes for the readings. (The

pilot in the meantime was taking precautionary, but not full emergency, measures.) In order to

check the possibility of sensor fault or a common electrical basis for the readings, the flight

engineer needed to contact ground technicians for detailed information on sensor operation and

electrical bus connections. Transmission of symptoms to ground and instructions to crew for test

procedure was an involved and lengthy process. It was determined that the sensors were

accurate and full emergency landing procedures were implemented. A disaster was narrowly

avoided. An on-board diagnostic expert may have offered more timely advice on the nature of

the emergency.

Incident 2: This is a well studied case of maintenance procedure, flight procedure, and

situation assessment failures. In that accident, an engine separated from the left wing

approximately the time of aircraft rotation and lift off. In separating, the engine tore off the

leading edge slats, which increased the minimum flight speeds necessary to prevent stall. The

damage rendered primary and secondary, slat controls, slat disagreement, and stall warning

systems inoperative. The flight crew reduced aircraft speed and climb angle as per the standard

company procedures for climbout with a failed engine. The loss of slat disagreement and stall

warning indicators prevented the crew from realizing that by following the prescribed procedure

they were inducing asyrnmetnc',d stall of the left wing, which resulted in a roll which was

uncontrollable at the low flight speed.

Incident 3: On a Boeing 737 flight from Philadelphia to Rochester in July of 1970 an

explosion was heard as the aircraft cleared 50 feet altitude at takeoff. The captain joined the first

officer on the controls and decided to abort take-off because he perceived no response to

advanced power to both engines. The captain thought that the right engine had failed while the
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first officer correctlyperceivedthat the left enginehadtailed. Therewasa problem in control

transition becauseboth pilots were flying and it was difficult for the captainto distmguish

betweenfirst officer commandedinputs and enginefailure effects. The resultwasan aircraft

accidentdueto an inability to disambiguatea singlefrom dualenginefailure,andto distinguish

the effects of flight crew actions from the effectsof engine failure. An intelligent assistant

systemcould probably have preventedthis accidentby providing the captain with the key

attributewhich he requiredto assessthesituation:thestatusof bothengines(failedor normal).
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Appendix B

Information Processing Model Verification/Validation

In order to validate a model of human information processing in a complex interactive

system, the source of the complexity must be established and an assessment of the impact of that

complexity must be provided. Complex interactions in man/machine system arise in the

interaction of the task's demands, the machine's demands and capabilities, and the human's

abilities to respond to demands and to exploit system capabilities. If the demands of the system

are low, then an interface system imposes no serious tax on the operator's capability.

Correspondingly, if the capabilities of the operator are formidable then system requirements are

likely to be met. The shape of this intersecting space is not regular. There are, within a given

pilot/aircraft situation, asymmetric capabilities and loadings. The system designer is attempting

to achieve a balance between demands and capabilities. The researcher is attempting to provide

him the basis for achieving that balance. The human information processing model that

underlies the pilot interface management system architecture requires (and supports) empirical

investigation to validate its component assumptions.

Complex cognitive behavior is represented in our model as a goal-directed, multi-staged,

adaptation to environmental demands. That adaptation has two components: The innate

information processing characteristics of the human operator, and learned/skilled responses to

the situation's demands.

In the context of our system validation these components translate into two loci in empirical

research.

First, there is research required to validate the tiered and staged information processing

structure. This research concern encompasses such diverse psychological considerations as

perceptual signal-to-noise ratios, decision criterion shifts, attention, active memory constraints,

organization of long-term memo_' and recall, logical demands, response selection, and such

parameters of response execution as time, effort, topology, complexity, and display/response

compatibility.
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Testsof the basicappropriatenessof the human inlbrmation processing model stem from

the predictions of that model. The following hypotheses provide a non-exhaustive list of the

types of issues engendered by this approach. The time required to unambiguously det-me a

situation should follow an increasing function of the number of attributes related to that situation.

Movement among and between levels of situation hierarchies should involve some measurable

workload. Mental effort in mapping situations to responses should be dependent on the level to

which response is defined and the requirement for conflict resolution. Temporal loading or other

resource constraints should affect the number of attributes considered in situation identification

and effect the level in the abstraction hierarchy at which the pilot is most comfortably operating.

There are, in fact. a host of cog-nitive-structural issues to be investigated m order to fully

substantiate the underlying processing model.

Second, there is a requirement to objectively assess the appropriateness of the the

pilot/system interface design. Specifically, there is a need to develop techniques for

representation of "situations" (as opposed to system attributes) in pilot displays. Within the

representation of situations there is concern for:

• Appropriate displays of uncertamty: This uncertainty can occur at several levels of
the situation/response architecture, and should therefore be tailored to the locus of

confusion.

• The nature of explanation: how to explain to the pilot where or how the situation
was identified (in the context of engine failuret, and where and how response aiding

was selected.

• The case of response aiding: there are issues as to how to provide advice both for

remedial action on the part of the crew, or advice as to how to further help the

intelligent assistant in making diagnosis, i.e., advise what data to gather to

distinguish or disarnbiguate a situation assessment.

• Finally there are issues as to how and when to provide "state" information to the

pilot.

Subsuming all of these issues are questions as to the appropriate display format and

modality.

In response to these issues, a sequence of experimental validation tests could be performed

for potential display design configurations. These tests would attempt to exercise the

situation/response model by establishing engine failure conditions of several types across several
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situations. Subjectswouldberequiredto identify failureconditionsandsuggestremedialaction.

The appropriatenessof responsecould be determinedby referenceto air transport policy and

expertpilot opinion.

The third areaof concernm model validationand interfacedesignhasa more theoretical

and dynamicbasis. It concernsthemovementamonglevels of representationin a knowledge

structure. If thesituationdescriptionis structuredhierarchicallyandthepilot is interrogatingthe

systemstateat a fairly low level, how doess/hemovein responseto a perceivedrequirementto

changerepresentationlevelsor in responseto changesin situation. The issuesdealwith how to

tailor a display to the particulardiagnosticlevel beingappliedby the flight crew, and how to

keeptheminformedasto thelevel it atwhichtheyareis operating.
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